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The attached Draft Data and Metadata Presentation Manual is not presented to the CCSA as a final 
document. Many parts require completion and the current version also requires further research to improve  
the accuracy of the content, etc. The draft is submitted to the Committee as an adjunct to the background 
paper (Proposal or the Development of International Guidelines for the Presentation of Statistical Data and 
Metadata) and is primarily intended to provide an indication of the possible scope of such a manual. 
 
Comments and suggestions from Committee members are therefore sought regarding: 
 
• the value of such a manual; 
 
• future content – issues not yet covered but which should be; 
 
• any useful reference material from either international or national sources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
 
1.1 Need for presentation standards 
 
The need for the formulation of international guidelines and recommendations for the presentation of both 
data and metadata, and/or their articulation in the one comprehensive document, has been recognised for 
some time. With the demands for closer integration and co-ordination within the international statistical 
environment the need for the adoption of a common set of data presentation practices has become even 
more pressing.  
 
Greater economic integration between trading blocks has led to user demand for greater comparability of 
data between countries. There is also a parallel demand for greater comparability over time within the same 
time series for one country. The major areas of real difference in the comparability of data have been 
identified (Eurostat 2002a, p. 35) as: 
 
• conceptual differences arising from the use of different variable definitions, units and classifications; 

and 
 
• operational differences flowing out of differences in data collection and processing practices. 
 
However, even where differences from these factors are minimal, data disseminated by different countries, 
etc. may actually look different because of the use of different data presentation practices. Similarly, data 
for identical subjects disseminated by different international organisations, although coming from the same 
national source, may also appear different due to different presentation practices and data transformation 
processes used at the international level.  
  
There are two broad imperatives relevant at both the national and international levels that justify the need 
for the articulation of a comprehensive set of standards for the presentation of data and metadata. These 
concern the need to improve data quality and to minimise the data reporting burden in the provision of data 
and metadata to international organisations. 
 
Improved data interpretability and coherence 
 
The first imperative relates to the need to improve the quality of statistics presented to users at both the 
national and international levels, in particular, with respect to interpretability and coherence (within 
datasets, across data-sets, over time and between countries). These are important dimensions of  quality 
that are already imbedded in one form or other in all quality frameworks that have been developed by 
national agencies and international organisations (such as by Eurostat [insert reference], the IMF (IMF 
2003c), OECD [insert reference], Statistics Canada (Statistics Canada 2002), etc). However, beyond stating 
the case for improvement, such frameworks seldom go into much detail about how these quality 
dimensions would be implemented in the context of data and metadata presentation. 
 
Interpretability reflects the ease with which the user may understand and properly use and analyse the data. 
The adequacy of the definitions of concepts, target populations, variables and terminology underlying the 
data, and information describing the possible limitations of the data largely determines the degree of 
interpretability. Interpretability is assisted through the presentation of metadata which is appropriate to the 
needs of a range of different users and uses of the data and which is both well structured and readily 
accessible. 
 
With respect to coherence, users are often confronted by the three broad problems outlined above when 
comparing statistics compiled over time within the one agency and by agencies in different countries and 
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by different international organizations. This Manual focuses on the third issue, namely different practices 
in the presentation of data. Such differences include: the type of presentation (absolute figures, indices, 
growth rates), form of the data (raw, seasonally adjusted, trend-cycle); revision practices; presentation of 
sampling and non-sampling errors; base years; methodological transparency afforded through ready access 
to appropriate statistical metadata. The Manual is an initial attempt to present the main presentation 
practices in the context of a framework, together with draft recommendations, guidelines and best practice 
for use by both international organisations and national agencies in their various forms of disseminated 
output. 

 
Minimisation of reporting burden 
 
The second imperative refers to the need to minimise the reporting burden of  national agencies in their 
provision of data and metadata to international organisations. Emphasis here is on the development of 
more efficient practices and processes for such provision. In this context, discussions at recent international 
forums (such as the 2002 CES (OECD/IMF 2002) and the 2003 meeting of the OECD High Level Group 
for Statistics (OECD 2003a)) outlined the benefits of  using a data sharing model in the transfer of data and 
its associated metadata between national sources and the various international organisations. Such a model 
envisages the extraction of common data requirements by international organisations from data located on 
national agency websites.  
 
The evolution of new technologies over the last five years, particularly web-based technologies, has 
provided the technical possibility for the implementation of the data sharing model. Prerequisites for such 
adoption involve not only the resolution of a number of technical IT issues but also agreement between 
national agencies and international organisations on a number of data “content” issues including the: 
 
• Identification of a set of common data requirements for key statistics. A brief outline is provided below 

in Section 2.2 below on a number of related initiatives designed to further the co-ordinated collection 
of data and metadata by international organisations from national sources, and either directly or 
indirectly contribute to the evolution of the data sharing model referred to above. 

 
• Agreement on key data presentation practices that would facilitate both the identification of identical 

series disseminated by national agencies and international organisations and the dissemination of 
consistent data, in particular, by international organisations.  

 
The need for further international work on data presentation was also highlighted in a presentation (Solans 
2003) by Eugenio Domingo Solans, a member of the Governing Council and Executive Board of the 
European Central Bank at the 54th Session of the International Statistical Institute in Berlin in 2003 who 
acknowledged the impact of modern website technology in improving timely access to official statistics. 
However, Solans also emphasised the need for IT developments to be accompanied by the development 
and implementation of standards for data presentation, citing specific issues such as growth rates, revision 
policy, provision of quality indicators, etc. 
 
The development of the required guidelines in these and other areas is the responsibility of international 
organisations in co-operation with national agencies. Obviously, the implementation of the data sharing 
model will only occur with the active participation of national agencies in whose databases the shared data 
and metadata will reside. Data sharing implies a fundamental change in data dissemination with respect to   
co-ordination between international organisations and the role of national agencies in disseminating data to 
international organisations through their implementation of data and metadata presentation guidelines that 
are designed not only to improve the interpretability and coherence of data but also to facilitate 
dissemination of data, and ultimately minimise their reporting burden.       
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The need for articulation of a set of guidelines and recommendations was reinforced in the fifth review of 
the IMF’s data standards initiatives discussed by the Fund’s Executive Board in July 2003 (IMF 2003d), 
particularly in relation to the Data Quality Assessment Framework and Data Quality Program. The Fund’s 
Data Quality Assessment Framework – General Framework (IMF 2003e) touches on issues of data 
presentation in several instances, namely: 
 

Quality dimensions Elements Indicators 
   
1. Assurances of integrity 1.2 Transparency 1.2.4 Advanced notice is given of 

major changes in methodology,  
source data, and statistical 
techniques. 

   
3. Accuracy and reliability 3.3 Statistical techniques 3.3.2 Other statistical procedures 

(e.g. data adjustments and 
transformations, and statistical 
analysis) employ sound statistical 
techniques. 

   
 3.5 Revision studies 3.5.1 Studies and analyses of 

revisions are carried out routinely 
and used internally to inform 
statistical processes (see also 4.3.3). 

   
4. Serviceability 4.2 Consistency 4.2.2 Statistics are consistent or 

reconcilable over a reasonable period 
of time. 

   
 4.3 Revision policy and practice 4.3.1 Revisions follow a regular and 

transparency schedule. 
  4.3.2 Preliminary and/or revised data 

are clearly identified. 
   
  4.3.3 Studies and analyses of 

revisions are made public (see also 
3.5.1) 

   
5. Accessibility 5.1 Data accessibility 5.1.1 Statistics are presented in a way 

that facilitates proper interpretation 
and meaningful comparisons (layout 
and clarity of text, tables and charts). 

   
 5.2 Metadata accessibility 5.2.1 Documentation on concepts, 

scope, classifications, basis of 
recording, data sources, and 
statistical techniques is available, and 
differences from international 
accepted standards, guidelines on 
good practices are annotated. 

  5.2.2 Levels of detail are adapted to 
the needs of the intended audience. 
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1.2 Existing international presentation standards  
 
Where available, the recommendations and guidelines presented in this Manual draw on the extensive 
range of existing international statistical standards that have been developed by international organisations 
in co-operation with national agencies ((UNSD 2002a) and (Eurostat 2003b)). The focus of these standards 
is primarily conceptual and also encompasses definitional issues, classifications, coverage and best practice 
for the collection of data.  In the main, international standards are largely silent, or give only brief mention 
to a limited range of presentation issues and practices, though there are exceptions. For example: 
 
• The European Commission  Short-term Statistics Regulation (European Commission 1998) specifies 

the reference period, type and form of data to be transmitted to Eurostat, e.g. absolute values, indices, 
non-seasonally adjusted, trend-cycle, etc. However, the Regulations do not tend to go into presentation 
in any detail and specify the provision of data to Eurostat through file transfer. The Eurostat manual on 
short-term business statistics cites the need for greater harmonisation of EU Member state presentation 
of indices and growth rates which it believes would assist Eurostat in checking that data disseminated 
by Eurostat are consistent with nationally released series (Eurostat 2002, p. 135). 

 
• The IMF Special Data Dissemination Standards (SDDS) (IMF 2003b) touches on a number of key 

presentation issues such as the provision of metadata to enhance interpretability and the adoption of 
good practice with respect to data revision.  

 
There is therefore a need for a single comprehensive international source document on presentation issues 
that would bring together existing international standards in this area and where necessary provide a focus 
for the evolution of new standards on topics/issues not covered at the moment. The recommendations and 
practices included in a such a comprehensive source document  could either be imbedded in future 
international statistical standards in other areas of statistics, or be linked to it. 
 
Almost all agencies at both the national and international levels have documents containing technical 
guidelines that touch on organisational standards with respect to data presentation, layout of tables, 
citation, etc., for use by authors involved in the preparation of statistical publications. In the main, these 
have tended to focus on the preparation of paper publications, and coverage of data presentation issues is 
often very general. Ideally, key elements of any future international guidelines on data and metadata 
presentation would also be imbedded in such documents and/or be linked to it. 
 
The aim of the guidelines outlined in this Manual is therefore to bring together in the one source, a 
comprehensive set of guidelines for the presentation of statistical data and for a range of practices and 
processes that impact on data presentation such as those outlined in Section 1.3 below. Because such 
practices may differ according to the dissemination medium used, guidelines will be provided for a range 
of dissemination media such as on-line databases, data disseminated on websites, in paper publications and 
other electronic products. Also, because of their increased importance in recent years, consideration is also 
given to the presentation of data in press releases.  
 
1.3 Scope of presentation issues referred to in this Manual 
 
Before proceeding further it is worthwhile defining the scope of the data presentation issues covered in this 
Manual. The Manual provides a small number of specific recommendations covering the two broad  
dimensions in which all data may be specified, namely: 
 
• Types of data – absolute figures, indices, growth rates, ratios.  Absolute figures may be either stock 

series which are measures of activity at a point in time, or flow series which comprise measures of 
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activity to a date. One of the main differences between stock and flow series is that the latter can 
contain effects related to the calendar, such as trading day effects. Indices, growth rates and ratios are 
further transformations of absolute figures.   

 
Absolute figures may be presented either in: 

 
− terms of physical units (numbers, tonnes); or 

 
− in value terms expressed at current or constant prices. 

 
The dissemination of absolute figures is common for statistics published at annual or less frequent 
intervals, though such data are also disseminated for many short-term indicators such as monthly or 
quarterly data on motor vehicle registrations, construction permits, etc. However, it is more common to 
disseminate short-term statistics in the form of indices or growth rates which more readily allow 
conclusions to be made on changes over time in economic phenomena. As will be shown in Sections 3 
and 4.3 below, there are a number of different types of growth rates. 

 
• Form of data – raw (original or non-seasonally adjusted series), working day adjusted, seasonally 

adjusted, trend-cycle. 
 
In addition, there are a small number of key data presentation practices that also have a significant impact 
on data consistency and where different approaches used by national and international agencies complicate 
comparisons of national data. Such practices include: 

 
• use of different data revision presentation methods; 
• presentation of sampling and non-sampling errors; 
• use of different base years in the presentation of indices; 
• different practices in the presentation of series breaks. 
 
This Manual outlines good practice with regard to these and other issues. Such practices are consistent with 
sound governance in statistics and are encompassed, either implicitly or explicitly, in the UN Fundamental 
Principles of Official Statistics (UNSC 1994) and the UN Handbook on the Operation and Organisation of 
a Statistical Agency (UNSD 2001). The range of presentation practices outlined in the current version of 
the Manual could be expanded to include others. Such practices are outlined in a number of  instances 
including the IMF’s Reports on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) (IMF 2003a) which 
summarise the extent to which countries observe internationally recognised standards including those 
related to data dissemination1. 
 
A factor complicating the development of international presentation standards has been the use of different 
terminology, particularly in reference to the various forms of growth rates used by different countries and 
in the same country for different series. The use of  inconsistent labels frequently leads to 
misunderstanding. Problems associated with the inconsistent application of terminology also apply more 
generally to both data collection and the actual preparation of metadata text containing definitions, 
outlining national practices with respect to data collection, manipulation, etc. Such inconstancies severely 
limit the use of much existing metadata in comparing national data.  
 

                                                   
1 As at July 2003 ROSCs on data dissemination had been undertaken for the following OECD Member countries: Australia, Czech 

Republic, Hungary, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Sweden, Turkey and the United Kingdom. In the main, the good practice 
described in ROSCs relevant to the data dissemination issues described in this Manual was restricted to data revision 
practices and the availability of appropriate metadata. 
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To help overcome these problems, a number of international organisations have developed extensive 
glossaries containing definitions of key concepts and variables derived (largely) from existing international 
standards. The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms (OECD 2002a) is but one example of such glossaries, 
though others have been developed by Eurostat (Eurostat 2003a) and UNSD (UNSD 2002b). Also, as will 
be further discussed in Part (d) below, another glossary (the Metadata Common Vocabulary (MCV)) is 
also being developed in the context of the Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) project.  
 
Another dimension relevant to the development data presentation guidelines and recommendations is the 
data dissemination medium (on-line database, internet web pages, CD-ROM, paper publication or press 
release) used to disseminate data. The reality is that different forms of data presentation are more suited to 
different means of data dissemination. 
 
Finally, this Manual also covers another key issue related to data presentation standards, that of the need 
for national agencies and international organisations to prepare adequate metadata describing their 
presentation practices and for this metadata to be readily accessible and understood by users with different 
degrees of statistical expertise.  Ideally, this metadata should be expressed by different organisations within 
different countries on the basis of a common terminology. The main terminological problem areas, 
together with recommended improvements are outlined in Section 3 below. The Glossary at the back of 
this Manual contains a comprehensive set of definitions for concepts related to data presentation.  

 
Each of the data presentation elements referred to above are outlined in the following diagram. This 
Manual describes each of these elements and attempts, through a series of guidelines and 
recommendations, show their relationship to each other.  
 
 

 
[diagram to be firmed up] 

Key data presentation practices Dissemination 
media 

Type of data Form of data 

Methodological information (metadata) 
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2. LINKS TO OTHER INITIATIVES 
 
There are several initiatives currently underway at the international  level that would benefit either directly 
or indirectly from the development and adoption (by international organisations and national agencies) of a 
common set of data presentation practices. The three projects described in this Manual are brought together 
under recent initiatives to develop the data sharing model. As stated in Section 1.3 above, the data 
presentation standards described in this Manual are a key element of the implementation of this model, the 
aims of which are to: 
 
• avoid duplication and enhance efficiency in the transfer of data between systems whilst at the same 

time reducing the reporting burden of national agencies; and 
 
• ensure the consistency of data disseminated by different international organisations. 
 
The data presentation standards described in this Manual are a key element of these objectives. They also 
enhance the clarity of data presented to users. 
 
2.1 Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) project 
 
The Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) project2 is a consortium of seven international 
organizations (BIS, ECB, Eurostat, IMF, OECD, UNSD, World Bank) working to develop a set of 
common business practices in the field of statistical information that would allow more efficient processes 
for exchange and sharing of data and metadata within the current scope of their collective activities. The 
aim of the project is to explore common e-standards and ongoing standardisation activities that could allow 
them to gain efficiency and avoid duplication of effort in their own work and possibly the work of others in 
the field of statistical information. This would be achieved by taking advantage of existing and emerging: 
 
• exchange protocols, such as GESMES/CB which was implemented by central banks for exchanging 

time series;  
 
• data dissemination formats, such as that implicit in the IMF’s Dissemination Standards Bulletin Board 

(DSBB); and  
 
• e-standards, such as Extensible Markup Language (XML).  
 
The new standards developed by SDMX seek to take advantage of new web-based technologies and the 
expertise of those working on the business requirements and IT support for the collection, compilation, and 
dissemination of statistical information.  
 
Four projects, three of which bring “under the SDMX umbrella” work that is already ongoing in several 
institutions, are currently underway: 
 
• maintaining and advancing existing standards for time series data exchange; 
 
• creation of a common vocabulary for statistical metadata; 
 
• development of a framework for metadata repositories; 

                                                   
2 More detailed information about SDMX and the four projects currently underway under the umbrella of SDMX are available on 

the SDMX website (BIS, ECB, Eurostat, IMF, OECD, UN 2003) 
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• a practical case study on emerging e-standards for data exchange. 
 
One of the four current SDMX projects is the development of a glossary (the Metadata Common 
Vocabulary (MCV)) (OECD and Eurostat 2003) as a tool to help ensure the consistency of metadata 
prepared by authors at the national and international levels, both with respect to content and the range of 
methodological issues covered by the metadata. The MCV is designed to include the range of metadata 
terms used in the different metadata models that have been developed by national and international 
agencies. In the context of the SDMX project, particular care is being taken to ensure MCV coverage of  
terms in the IMF SDDS metadata dissemination model, though it is also intended to be relevant for  
metadata models developed by other international organisations and national agencies. 
 
2.2 Development of common lists of variables at the international level 
 
There are several examples of common data requirements that have been identified by international 
organisations, the primary purpose of which are to reduce the reporting load of national agencies and the 
dissemination of consistent data at the international level.  
 
The most notable example is the questionnaire used by the OECD, Eurostat, IMF, World Bank, IMF and 
UNSD for the collection of annual national accounts data3. The questionnaire comprises a very detailed 
common set of national accounts variables that have been specified to meet the requirements of 
international agencies. These variables are identified in an extensive set of Excel spreadsheets by means of 
a common code and specific presentation format (e.g. in national currency at current price/constant prices). 
The questionnaire forms the basis of the National Accounts World Wide Exchange (NAWWE) project 
described below. 
 
However, the annual national accounts questionnaire is still by and large an exception with respect to the 
development of common lists of variables, though the approach used could be applied to other fields of 
statistics that require common on-going collection by a number of international organisations, for both 
structural and short-term indicators. For short-term economic indicators, the OECD and Eurostat have 
developed independent lists of variables that could be used as starting points for the formulation of a 
common list of variables in a key area of reporting burden of particular concern to national agencies. These 
lists comprise: 
 
• The extensive OECD list of “target” indicators sought for inclusion in the monthly Main Economic 

Indicators (MEI) database. The main purpose of this list is to provide a focus for OECD requests to 
Member country agencies and other international organisations for MEI data and methodological 
information. Such focus is necessary to ensure the collection of a range of indicators “common” to as 
many Member countries as possible. The list is revised at regular intervals as priorities change and new 
topics of interest to users emerge. No one OECD Member country compiles all the indicators in the 
list. A current version of the MEI target indicators is provided in Annex 1 of this Manual. 

 
• The list of variables specified in the European Commission Short-term Statistics Regulation which 

specifies both the reference period and the form of data to be transmitted to Eurostat by EU member 
states. The variables specified in this Regulation (and the Regulation on Labour Costs Indices) are 
listed in Annex 2 of this Manual.  

 

                                                   
3 Others include co-ordination arrangements between the OECD and UNSD on merchandise trade statistics, OECD use of 

structural economic statistics from Eurostat, etc. 
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A further list containing a subset of priority short-term economic indicator requirements for the 
European Statistical System (ESS), the Principal European Economic Indicators (PEEI) was set up in 
20014. The list, which will be refined over time, also includes target release dates and other quality 
objectives. Eurostat will compile and release PEEIs based on member state contributions on a common 
dissemination platform accessible via the Euroindicators site and will cover both EU/Euro area and 
national indicators compiled according to EU standards. A current version of the PEEI is provided in 
Annex 3. 

 
There is a need to identify a common set of short-term economic indicator variables akin to the annual 
national accounts questionnaire by all relevant international organisations. This need was recognised at the 
June 2003 meeting of the OECD High Level Group on Statistics which called for international 
organisations to work together to develop such a list for short-term statistics. This list would include 
variable requirements and, ideally, the form in which such data should be presented in the context of a data 
sharing model. 
 
2.3 National Accounts World Wide Exchange (NAWWE) project  
 
The 2002 meeting of OECD National Accounts Experts (OECD 2002c) proposed an experiment to test the 
implementation of the data sharing model in the national accounts area between national agencies and the 
OECD. The idea behind the NAWWE project is to implement a model in which data are not transferred 
across organisations but, rather, published on the web in a form that users could extract them by simply 
using country and variable references. The idea is to start from the Excel tables already produced by 
national agencies for transmitting annual national accounts data to international organisations  described 
above. 
 
Another objective of the NAWWE project is to have the data collected by international organisations to be 
the data officially disseminated by national agencies. The two advantages of this model are that the burden 
of reporting to international organisations would be minimised, and for data quality to be maximised for 
the international statistical community since the data they would use would be those officially 
disseminated and not specially compiled for and transmitted to international organisations. 
 

[Identify other relevant international initiatives] 
 

                                                   
4 There are equivalent national lists of principal economic indicators for (primarily) short-term statistics, for example the US 

Principal Federal Economic Indicators (Fedstats 2003) 
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3. DATA PRESENTATION TERMINOLOGY 
 
Statistical agency clients often complain about different terminologies used to describe the same thing in 
different publications.  Sometimes, even the same publication contains different terms for the same 
phenomenon. There are two ways of looking at this: the first is to say that because so many institutions use 
slightly different terms to describe the same phenomenon, it is acceptable to use different terms 
interchangeably.  The second approach is to say that terminology should be consistent across  institutions 
so that the question of ambiguity does not arise. The second view forms the basis of this Section. 
 
Assuming that users of statistical information can be grouped into the three broad categories of general 
public, informed users and analytical users, there is a need to consider how the requirements of these 
different categories of users are affected by terminology that is unclear.  While the general public may not 
understand what is meant by say, “sampling error”, the informed user and the analytical user will probably 
have a reasonable understanding of the term. Even if they do not have such an understanding, glossaries 
such as the OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms (OECD 2002a)  contain definitions that can explain terms 
which are of interest only to the more informed user of statistical data. 
 
This Section of the Manual focuses on terms that give rise to data presentation misunderstandings on the 
part of all users. The first part deals with terms that may require recommendations, and the second with 
terms that probably do not. The latter are presented merely to ensure understanding given their relevance in 
data presentation. A comprehensive consolidated Glossary of key data presentation terms is provided in 
Section 7 below. The definitions in the Glossary are also located in the OECD Glossary of Statistical 
Terms referred to above. 
 
3.1 Terms requiring further agreement 
 
Annual growth rate 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms states that: 
 

Annual growth rates are rates expressed over the corresponding period of the previous year. Such 
rates may be expressed as annual growth rates (i.e. Yt/Yt-1-1) or through the year growth rate (i.e. 
Qt/Qt-4-1 or Mt/Mt-12-1). 

 
Context information in the Glossary further states that annual growth rates are referred to in the 
OECD Main Economic Indicators publication as the “12-month (4-quarter) rate of change” in 
explanatory notes but as “12-month variation” in the actual tables. 

 
Thus the OECD uses four terminologies to describe the annual growth rate.  To these one could also add 
the term “year-on-year change”, giving a fifth. Moreover, past discussions with a small number of  OECD 
clients who have expressed some confusion suggest that annual growth rate may sometimes be taken to 
mean Yt/Yt-1-1 rather than, say, Qt/Qt-4-1 or Mt/Mt-12-1. 
 
Recommendation 
 
To avoid the confusion that may arise over the use of the word “annual”, it is recommended that statistical 
agencies should use one of the following options: 
  

Use “year-on-year growth rate” (“year-on-year change”) when describing Qt/Qt-4-1 or Mt/Mt-12-1 
(Qt-Qt-4 or Mt-Mt-12) and use “annual growth rate” (“annual change”) only when describing Yt/Yt-1-
1 (Yt-Yt-1) 
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This allows use of the term “quarterly growth rate” for Qt/Qt-1-1 and “monthly growth rate” for Mt/Mt-1-1. 
 
Annualised growth rate 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms states: 
 

Annualised growth rates show the value that would be registered if the rate of activity measured 
for a month or quarter were maintained for a full year, i.e. [((Qt/Qt-1)

4)-1], [((Mt/Mt-1)
12)-1]. This 

facilitates comparison of data for different time periods (e.g. years and quarters). 
 
This definition is fairly clear.  However, the term “annualised growth rate” is sometimes used to describe 
the quarterly growth rate multiplied by four as opposed to compounding the quarterly growth rate. On the 
other hand, “annual rate” or “annual levels”5 are also used to describe the situation whereby quarterly data 
are expressed on an annual basis. 
 
In addition, the definition refers to annualising from monthly rates of activity, a practice which many 
statistical agencies do not recommend. 
 
Recommendation 
 
To avoid confusion over the use of “annualised” and “annual”, it is recommended that: 
  
• The term “annualised growth rate, compounded form” should be used when data derives from 

compounding and “annualised growth rate, linear form” should be used when data derives from 
multiplying by four. 

 
• If it is generally agreed that annualising for monthly series is not particularly appropriate, it is further  

recommended that a reference to its non-suitability be specifically included in this Manual.  
 
Calendar or Working day adjustment 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms states: 
 

Seasonal adjustment is a statistical technique to remove the effects of seasonal calendar influences 
operating on a series. Seasonal effects usually reflect the influence of the seasons themselves either 
directly or through production series related to them, or social conventions. 
 
Other types of calendar variation occur as a result of influences such as number of days in the 
calendar period, the accounting or recording practices adopted or the incidence of moving holidays 
(such as Easter). 

 
There is no problem per se with seasonal adjustment, even if it includes calendar effects, provided the 
general public are given a brief explanation as to what the concept means.   
 
Calendar adjustment is not specifically defined in the OECD Glossary, but might be defined as: 
  

                                                   
5 See for instance, the OECD publications, Main Economic Indicators (OECD 2003b) and Quarterly National Accounts (OECD 
2003c). 
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The correction for calendar variations other than seasonal factors, e.g. number of days in the 
calendar period, the accounting or recording practices adopted or the incidence of moving holidays 
(such as Easter). 

 
The terms “calendar adjustment” and “working day adjustment” appear to be used interchangeably.  This 
seems particularly so when it comes to translating different languages into English. However, there is a 
subtle difference between the two terms as defined above since working day adjustment is merely one type 
of calendar adjustment, along with an adjustment for say, new recording practices.  Although the difference 
may be subtle, consideration should be given as to whether this difference should be stated explicitly. 
 
Recommendation 
 
To avoid the possibility of users mistakenly thinking that “calendar adjustment” is synonymous with 
“working day adjustment”, when it actually means working day plus other adjustments, it is proposed that: 
  

Only the term “calendar adjustments” should be used but with an explanation as to what 
adjustments are included  

 
or 

 
“Working day” should refer to adjustments for number of work days only and “calendar” should 
refer to other calendar adjustments and/or number of work days and other calendar adjustments. 

 
Moving average 
 
The term “moving average” is not currently included in the OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms, but could  
be defined as: 
  

A moving average is a method of smoothing by averaging n terms of a time series.  It is the 
average of a series of observations over a specified time period, such as a quarter, used to identify 
trends by flattening or smoothing out large fluctuations. Each new period’s data are added to the 
average and the oldest are dropped so that the average "moves" over time. In general, the greater 
the value of n, the smoother the series. 
 
A moving average may be centred, in which case it is plotted at the middle of the time interval of 
which it is the average, or lagged in which case it is plotted at the last term included. 

 
or  

 
A moving average applied to a time series replaces each observed value by a weighted average of 
p preceding values, the given value, and f following values of the series. 

 
If p = f, the moving average is said to be centred. 

 
The moving average is symmetric if it is centred and in addition, for each k = 1, 2,..., p = f, the 
weight of the k-th preceding value is equal to the weight of the k-th following one.  

 
The moving average is lagged, if f = 0. 

 
The moving average is not defined for the first p and the last f observed values. In order to 
compute the moving average for those values, the series must be backcast and forecast. 
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There is no ambiguity in the term moving average, but there is currently no definition in the OECD 
Glossary of Statistical Terms.  
 
Recommendation 
 
The definition of “moving average” as drafted above should be included in this Manual. 
 
Preliminary/Provisional 
 
The terms “preliminary” and “provisional” are often used interchangeably to refer to publicly released data 
that are subject to revision. The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms does not define either term.  
However, for the definition for “most timely data”, the Glossary refers to preliminary data being subject to 
revision.6  Both terms could be regarded as interchangeable if one uses the Oxford English Dictionary 
definition for both (although provisional has a wider number of meanings than preliminary).  
 
If some statistical agencies use the term “preliminary” to describe the first released version of a series and 
“provisional” to describe subsequent versions prior to final amendment, there is obviously a difference 
between the two meanings.  On the other hand, users in general should have no great problem in 
understanding that data labelled either “preliminary” or “provisional” are subject to revision. There is 
therefore no need for a recommendation on this issue.  
 
3.2 Non-problem terms  
 
For the terms referred to below it is suggested that an acceptable definition already exists and no 
recommendations are required. 
 
Monthly average  
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms states: 
 

By analogy with annual averages and moving averages generally this term ought to refer to the 
average values of a time series occurring within a month, the resulting figure being representative 
of that particular month. 

 
Provided data that are presented as monthly (or quarterly) averages are specified as such, there is no 
problem with the term which is not ambiguous in any sense. 
 
Tendency 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms states: 
 

The term tendency is used in business tendency surveys where the respondent is asked for a 
judgment on the direction of changes (e.g. up/down/same). 

 
Sometimes the word “trend” is used interchangeably with “tendency” but this does not appear to give rise 
to difficulty in understanding. 

                                                   
6 The Glossary states, Most timely data refers to … statistics disseminated at the earliest opportunity; that is with the shortest lapse 
of time between the end of the reference period (or reference date) and dissemination of the data. Although disseminated, such data 
may be preliminary and subject to revision.” (OECD 2002a) 
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Trend 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms defines trend as: 
 

A long term movement in an ordered series, say a time series, which may be regarded, together 
with the oscillation and random component, as generating the observed values. 

 
Trend estimates 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms states: 
 

Trend estimates are derived from seasonally adjusted estimates via an averaging process which 
attempts to remove the irregular component of the time series. This allows the underlying direction 
of a time series to be identified. 

 
Trend Fitting 
 
The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms defines trend fitting as: 
 

The general process of representing the trend component of a time series. A trend may be 
represented by a particular curve form, e.g. the logistic, or by a particular form of the general class 
of polynomial in time, or by a moving average. 

 
[Identify other terms requiring clarification/definition] 
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4. GUIDELINES FOR THE PRESENTATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA 
 

4.1 ABSOLUTE FIGURES 
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4.2 INDICES 
 
Indices are used to measure change and volatility in phenomena of interest such as prices, production, 
unemployment, currencies, etc. Indices are indicators of relative change which show the extent of change 
in prices and/or quantities of a given commodity or commodity group  in relative terms from a base period 
to the comparison period. Issues in the compilation of an index comprise: 
 
• choice of index formula – Laspeyres, Paasche, Fisher; 
 
• choice of appropriate weight structures and weight revision practices; 
 
• selection of base year; 
 
• strategy for compiling the index series; 
 
• quality change in the commodities; 
 
• new and disappearing commodities in the index calculation. 
 

[To be completed] 
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4.3 GROWTH RATES 
 
Growth rates (or rates of change) express the change in values of a time series between two different 
periods of time. For example, the percentage change of a time series value Xt from Xt-d is expressed as Xt / Xt-d 

* 100 - 100. Data are frequently presented in the form of growth rates to facilitate analyses of level changes 
over time. Both national agencies and international organizations use a variety of different forms of growth 
rates and although there may not be an absolutely “correct” form of growth rate, there are instances where 
some are more appropriate than others. Any particular form of growth rate can be useful depending on the 
specific needs of analysts.  
 
Recent work by the OECD Short-term Economic Statistics Expert Group task force on data presentation 
and seasonal adjustment sought to identify best and appropriate practice for the use of growth rates for 
different short-term statistical indicators or analyses. Issues to be examined in the context of growth rate 
presentation include (Eurostat 2002a, p. 135): 
 
• the form of the data, i.e. whether or not the data are working day adjusted, seasonally adjusted or trend-

cycle; 
 
• whether such rates should be based on a given month or should the data be smoothed through, for 

example, the use of a moving growth rate of the latest three months over the three months before; 
 
• the time horizon that should be referred to. For example should comparisons be made in relation to the 

previous month ((t/t-1), the previous quarter (t/t-4) or for the same month of the previous year (t/t-12)? 
 
As will be shown below in this Section and in Section 5, the form of data (seasonally adjusted, trend-cycle, 
etc) and the time horizon are closely linked. For example, if a growth rate of a month in relation to the 
same month of the previous year is calculated then it would be inappropriate to use seasonally adjusted or 
trend-cycle data as the purpose of seasonal adjustment is to facilitate comparisons of different months in 
the same year – refer Section 4.3.3 below. 
 
Actual change from previous period 
 
Involves the presentation of the actual change of a monthly variable from the value of the previous month, 
the percentage based on the original values is Xt / Xt-1 * 100 - 100.  
 
This formula is used in some OECD Member countries, e.g. in Germany, to show, for instance, short-term 
consumer price movements. The general public is also interested in the actual monthly change in 
unemployment (expressed as an absolute change Xt – Xt-1). 
 
When analysing cyclical developments, however, such changes have no informative value if they primarily 
reflect seasonal and/or calendar-induced influences. For example, unemployment in some European 
countries rises every winter, one of the reasons being that when the weather is colder there are fewer 
employment prospects in outdoor occupations. Therefore, temporary increases in unemployment by 
themselves do not reveal anything about cyclical movements. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Monthly change, quarterly change or other change in the space of less than a year and based on original 
series subject to seasonal changes, should only be used to present actual developments and not to describe 
cyclical movements. 
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Actual change from previous year 
 
The presentation of current economic statistics is frequently accompanied by a comparison of the present 
situation with that of the previous year (in the case of monthly time series, usually with the percentage 
year-on-year change Xt / Xt-12 * 100 - 100). 
 
This measure is also frequently used in cyclical analysis. Assuming that the conditions responsible for the 
seasonal variation this year and last year are equal, the year-on-year rate is free from seasonal influences. 
However, the year-on-year difference may be influenced by calendar effects. For example, if a given 
month has one more working day than the same month in the previous year, German industrial production 
will be 3%. It would be wrong to interpret this growth as a result of a cyclical movement.  
 
Year-on-year comparisons also have less informative value for cyclical observations if the year-on-year 
change is either particularly high or unusually low as a result of special factors which occurred in the last 
year (base effect). Above all, it should be borne in mind that year-on-year change depends on movements 
over the last twelve months and not solely on the most recent developments, which is what cyclical 
analyses actually seek to measure. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Year-on-year rates of change based on original series subject to calendar changes should only be used to 
present actual developments and not to describe cyclical developments. Where necessary, special effects 
contained in the base period should be pointed out when presenting year-on-year rates of change. 
 
Change in seasonally-adjusted and calendar-adjusted data 
 
Percentage changes based on seasonally-adjusted and calendar-adjusted data serve primarily to describe 
economic developments. These rates are intended to describe new phenomena which do not occur in the 
same season each year with almost the same intensity or which are not attributable to calendar regularities. 
Besides cyclical movements, these rates also include “irregular” influences, such as reactions to fiscal 
policy measures, the placing of large orders, the effects of strikes, unusual weather conditions, purely 
random disruptions or even errors when estimating seasonally adjusted results. Where such irregular 
effects contribute in relevant measure to changes in values from one month to the next, particular account 
of them should be taken when interpreting such movements. If these influences balance out over several 
months, it is advisable to summarise the values of several months in order to clarify underlying cyclical 
movements (such as percentage changes based on two or three months’ worth of values: (Xt + Xt-1) / (Xt-2 + 
Xt-3)* 100 - 100 or (Xt + Xt-1 + Xt-2 ) / ( Xt-3 + Xt-4 + Xt-5)* 100 - 100). 
 
Recommendation 
 
Percentage changes based on seasonally-adjusted and calendar-adjusted values serve to describe new 
phenomena and are used as an tool for analysing current economic developments. 
 
Percentage changes of trend-cycle data 
 
Percentage changes based on the trend-cycle component of a time series (estimated with sophisticated 
mathematical methods or simply with a 12-term moving average) are designed to make the cyclical change 
clearer. However, since the trend-cycle values at the current end of the series are usually estimated by 
extrapolating the underlying trend of the recent past, it often takes months until interesting economic 
turning points are shown. 
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Recommendation 
 
Annual growth rates 
 
Percentage changes based on the trend-cycle component of a time series illustrate past economic 
developments; they are, however, unsuited to describing current economic movements. 
 
Annual rates help to answer the question about the annual percentage change that would occur if the 
development established during the year were to continue unchanged. Technically, the annual percentage 
change extrapolated from the monthly change is (Xt / Xt-1)12 * 100 - 100. 
 
Annual growth rates should not be calculated on the basis of seasonally-influenced or calendar-influenced 
original series. For example, if for construction output the climate-induced change in results from a normal 
warm autumn to a typically cold winter were annualised, this would imply that spring would be 
significantly colder than winter and summer then colder than spring, which would be nonsense. Annual 
growth rates are therefore generally calculated on the basis of seasonally-adjusted and calendar-adjusted 
values. However, since they also reflect one-off irregularities, care should also be taken when annualising 
the figures. If, for example, the seasonally-adjusted data are influenced by a one-off strike, when 
annualising the data it would be wrong to assume that additional strikes would occur in subsequent months. 
In addition, current trend data are not suited to calculating annual growth rates since they are derived from 
the condition of the current trend estimate which is explained in the previous discussion on trend-cycle, 
and states that the past trend will continue unchanged until the end of the series – at the most interesting 
turning points in the cycle, this is wrong. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Particular caution should be exercised when annualising changes that occur within the space of a year. The 
shorter the base period for the extrapolation is, the more uncertain the results are (annualised monthly 
changes are more problematic than annualised six-month changes). Data should only be annualised on the 
basis of seasonally-adjusted and calendar-adjusted time series which only contain minor irregularities. If 
special effects result in problems when annualising, the limited informative value of these annual growth 
rates would have to be indicated separately. 
 
It is also important that an explicit definition of the “annualised rate of change” is adopted – refer Section 2 
above on Data presentation terminology 
 
Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
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5. GUIDELINES FOR THE PRESENTATION OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF DATA 
 

The different forms of time series data discussed in this Manual comprise; raw data; working day adjusted 
data; seasonally adjusted data; and trend cycle data. There is a wealth of references about the compilation 
of the different forms of data and a detailed explanation of methodological issues arising out of any 
comparison of different approaches to, for example, seasonal adjustment, is outside the terms of reference 
of this Manual. The focus of this Section is rather the presentation of the different forms of data and the 
brief introduction below id merely intended as a lead in to presentation issues.  
 
The main reason for compiling high frequency series such as monthly or quarterly indicators is to form a 
time series which may be used to monitor level changes and the volatility of those series over time. Time 
series are of interest to analysts because they are useful tools to identify economic/business cycles and, 
more specifically, turning points in those cycles. An original time series (also known as “raw data”) may 
be decomposed into three basic components: 
 
• Trend-cycle: the underlying path or general direction reflected in the data over the longer term, i.e. the 

combined long-term (trend) and medium-to-long-term (cycle) movements in the original series. 
 
• Seasonal variations: include seasonal and other systematic effects. Seasonal effects are reasonably 

stable in terms of annual timing, direction and magnitude. Causes of such effects are natural factors, 
administrative or legal measures and social traditions. Other effects on time series may be due to 
variations in the number of working days or trading days in a period, or events that occur at regular 
intervals such as pay days for large groups of employees, pension payments, etc. Both the seasonal and 
other effects represent persistent, predictable calendar-related effects. 

 
• Irregular variations: are effects that are unpredictable in terms of timing, impact and duration. These 

may be the result of sampling and non-sampling errors, unseasonable weather changes, natural 
disasters, strikes and socio-economic changes. 

 
It should be emphasised that seasonal adjustment and trend-cycle estimates represent an analytical 
massaging of the original time series. Both seasonally adjusted data and trend-cycle estimates complement 
the original data and can never replace the original series. The non-seasonally adjusted data shows the 
actual changes that have taken place and the seasonally adjusted and trend-cycle estimates represent an 
analytical elaboration of the data showing the underlying developments (IMF 2001, para. 8.12). The 
various packages available for seasonal adjustment or trend-cycle analysis will not remove any underlying 
deficiencies which may be inherent in the basis data7. Such elaborations should therefore not be built into 
the original data compilation process but should be undertaken after the original data has been compiled. 
 
In their Quarterly National Accounts Manual – Concepts, Data Sources, and Compilation, the IMF further 
states that the compilation of seasonally adjusted data exclusively represents a loss of information to the 
user. Furthermore, there is no unique solution on how to conduct seasonal adjustment and that seasonally 
adjusted data are also subject to revisions as future data becomes available even where the original series 
are not revised. Finally, the IMF states that although errors in source data may be more readily detected in 
seasonally adjusted series, the source of the error and their correction may be easier through working with 
unadjusted data (IMF 2001, para. 8.12). 
 
5.1 WORKING DAY ADJUSTED DATA  
 

                                                   
7 Such as deficiencies in coverage, classifications and definitions, collection practices, compilation practices. 
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Many monthly time series contain variations which result from calendar-related systematic effects that are 
not stable in annual timing and are caused by variations in the calendar from year to year. Such calendar 
variations include (IMF 2001, para. 8.7):  
 
• the trading day effects which result from variations from year to year in the number of working days or 

trading days and the week day composition of a particular month or quarter relative to the “standard” 
for that particular month or quarter. Such differences arise from different lengths of months and  the 
number of number of Saturdays and Sundays in a month; 

 
• the effects of events that occur at regular intervals but not necessarily at the same time each year such 

as official holidays and regional official holidays, in particular, moving holidays such as Easter, 
Chinese New Year and Ramadan. Other similar events include paydays for large groups of employees, 
pension payments, etc. 

 
Variations due to these factors can have a significant impact on a time series and may obscure important 
movements in the series and should be adjusted for. However, working day and trading day effects are part 
of the overall seasonal variation in a time series and any adjustment of a series for them should be regarded 
as an integral part of the seasonal adjustment process and not as a separate process (IMF 2001, para. 8.30). 
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5.2 SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DATA 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Most infra-annual time series show intra-year variations which recur regularly every year, possibly slowly 
evolving. In order to gain insight into the current developments measured by a seasonally varying time 
series, it is necessary to correct it for these regularly repeating intra-year variations. For example, if a 
monthly time series decreases every July because of holidays, there is little to be gained by noting that it 
decreased once more last July as it always does. Analysts are interested in whether the last decrease itself 
was larger or smaller than usual. 
 
Another issue concerning analyses of time series subject to seasonal influences is that of obtaining 
statistically meaningful comparisons of different periods within the same year; for example, comparing  
January sales levels to say that of September. Seasonal variations, irrespective of their causes, are a 
reflection of the fact that each period has its own basis of comparison across the years that differ from 
those of the other periods. Hence, direct comparisons of periods of the same year for seasonal time series is 
generally not statistically meaningful. Hence the need for seasonal adjustment.  
 
There are numerous seasonal adjustment methods which vary in sophistication. At one end is the simple 
year-on-year change (or percentage change), and at the more sophisticated end are  techniques such as X-
12 RegARIMA (Findley et al. 1998) and Tramo-Seats (Gomez, V. and A. Maravall 1996), BV4, SABLE, 
etc. For the majority of time series, only the more sophisticated techniques can produce series adequately 
seasonally adjusted for most purposes. However, because seasonal adjustment can only be achieved 
through a model of the seasonal behaviour of the series to be adjusted, and since each of the best seasonal 
adjustment methods encapsulates a broad but restricted family of seasonal models, there is not a unique 
method that would be applicable to all series. 
 
Almost every OECD Member country produces seasonally adjusted data for many of their infra-annual 
time series, though practices vary with regards to how such series are presented to users and the amount 
and content of metadata describing the treatment of the series. The work of the OECD STESEG task force 
on data presentation and seasonal adjustment focused on the issue of how to present seasonally adjusted 
data, and which information on the seasonal adjustment method and what kind of specification details 
should be disseminated or made available to users.  
 
The framework of task force work was set by the differentiation of three types of users: public, informed 
users, analytical users. The needs of each group are very different and to meet them statistical agencies 
need to provide differentiated sets of metadata. The information required by each group entails: 
 
• general public – require “basic” metadata on seasonal adjustment, i.e. a layperson’s explanation of the 

adjustment. Such users are generally not interested in more technical information (such as diagnostics 
of the procedure); 

 
• informed users - need detailed information on how the statistical program performing the seasonal 

adjustment was carried out, as well as statistics on the validity of the adjustment for specific series. For 
this category of users, statistical agencies generally provide at least one comprehensive document per 
statistical program; 

 
• analytical users - need some of the results of the statistical program to reprocess them for their own 

use(s). In other words they should be supplied with all the relevant parameters needed to replicate the 
official seasonal adjustment, and to modify it if they wish. 
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Any discussion about the presentation of seasonally adjusted indicators tends to overlap with that 
concerning the presentation of growth rates though there is one issue that is probably better placed in the 
domain of seasonal adjustment: whether year-on-year rates of change calculated on seasonally adjusted 
series are to be presented. General opinion is that this practice should be discouraged on the ground of 
statistical considerations. However, in the domain of consumer price statistics because of the usual 
definition of headline inflation rate it cannot be discarded completely. Moreover, it is important to publish 
year-on-year rates of change computed on raw series, as original data is an important piece of information. 
 
Relevant issues with respect to the presentation of seasonally adjusted data concern: 
 
• the presentation of raw and adjusted data in a coherent way; 
 
• on-going revisions due to seasonal adjustment procedures and revisions derived from changes in 

seasonal adjustment practices (e.g. because of changes in filter specification); 
 
• presentation of components when the direct approach is used (i.e. how to deal with discrepancies in the 

aggregation process); 
 
• presentation of metadata on seasonal adjustment, including model options enabling users to replicate 

the process. 
 
2. How to present seasonally adjusted data 
 
In the main, the adoption of best practice for the presentation of seasonally adjusted data is primarily for 
the benefit of members of the general public. Since the most appropriate seasonal adjustment techniques 
are very sophisticated statistical transformations, one cannot expect the general public to have the ability or 
need to perform such transformations on their own. Hence, the general public should expect from statistical 
agencies that the main infra-annual indicators released in various dissemination media to be seasonally 
adjusted when that form of data  is appropriate. Where seasonally adjusted data are disseminated 
consideration needs to be given as to whether or not: 
 
• the levels of seasonally adjusted series should be presented at annual rates; 
 
• period-to-period growth rates of seasonally adjusted  data should be annualized, and, if so, how? 

Again, currently the practice of annualizing growth rates is restricted to national accounts data and to 
some countries.  

 
For example, in the United States the Bureau of Economic Analysis emphasizes the annualized 
quarterly growth rate of GDP in its press releases. In Canada by contrast, it is the quarterly growth rate 
itself that is emphasized.  In both countries, annualization consists of compounding four times the 
quarterly growth rate (q), i.e. (1+q). In other contexts the annualized growth rate was simply obtained 
by multiplying the quarterly growth rate by four. Note however that for monthly series, annualization 
is very rarely seen, and it would clearly be not appropriate to do so. 

 
• year-on-year growth rates (differences) should be computed on seasonally adjusted data? Although this 

practice raises serious questions of interpretation, it is nonetheless the official measure of the growth in 
some countries. For example, the monthly Consumer Price Index that is monitored by the Bank of 
Canada to assess one of the aspects of the inflation situation in Canada. 

 
• raw  (i.e. non-seasonally adjusted) figures should be presented together with the seasonally adjusted 

data to ensure that the effects of the adjustment process are clear to users; 
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• series not requiring seasonal adjustment, and for those that cannot be seasonally adjusted, should less 

sophisticated seasonal adjustment methods be applied, such as year-on-year growth rates or year-to-
date  totals? 

 
3. What to provide about seasonal adjustment 
 
The general public has an interest in understanding what seasonal adjustment is all about. However, given 
the sophisticated nature of most seasonal adjustment methods, care should be taken regarding the 
presentation of detailed technical descriptions of any particular adjustment method. Accordingly, statistical 
agencies should provide “basic” metadata on seasonal adjustment, i.e. a layperson’s explanation of the 
adjustment. Two examples are provided by the U.S. Census Bureau (US Census Bureau 2003) and by 
Statistics New Zealand (Statistics New Zealand 2001), the latter being more technical than the former. 
 
For the second group of users, i.e. informed users, the Statistics New Zealand’s description of seasonal 
adjustment appears appropriate. However, more relevant questions with respect to this category of user are: 
which components, if any, of the seasonal adjustment decomposition should be included in a detailed 
publication, and which statistics describing the quality of seasonal adjustment should be included? 
 
Note that irrespective of which seasonal adjustment method is used, one can obtain the fundamental 
seasonal decomposition model (X = T + S + I), from which pertinent statistics can be computed. A good 
starting point is provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census publication, Manufacturers’ Shipments, 
Inventories, and Orders (US Census Bureau 2002). Information on seasonal adjustment in this publication 
could be summarized in a more compact form with no loss for the users.  
 
Finally, for analytical users, no additional information elements beyond those cited above for informed 
users are required though for analytical users the availability of such metadata is of paramount importance. 
 
4. Recommended practices for the presentation of seasonally adjusted data 
 
 
 
5. Recommended practices for the presentation of seasonal adjustment metadata 
 
For the general public the main elements of metadata to accompany seasonally adjusted data comprise: 
 
• a short standardized description of the method used; 
 
• the main parameters of the adjustment (e.g. additive versus multiplicative decomposition model);  and  
 
• some of the derived information (e.g. the trading-day weights).  
 
For seasonally adjusted data published by international organizations, information on whether or not the 
series have been seasonally adjusted by the national source agency or by the international organization 
should also be clearly shown. 
 
For the informed and analytical users the following information should be provided: 
 
• the seasonal adjustment method used; 
 
• the different options in the seasonal adjustment programme used and the reasons for the choice; 
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• special constraints for time and activity aggregation; 
 
• outlier detection and correction methods; 
 
• decision rules between different types of data transformations; 
 
• revision policy; 
 
• description of the working day adjustment. 
 
The principle to be followed would be that the metadata provided should be of sufficient detail  to enable 
an analytical user to seasonally adjust in a consistent way other series from the same statistical program 
which may not have been adjusted, or to compare the results obtained from using different options or 
methods for seasonally adjusting the same series. 
 
6. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
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5.3 TREND-CYCLE DATA 
 
The trend component of a time series referred to in the introduction to this Section refers to the long term 
movements of a series. The trend reflects the underlying level of the series and is typically due to 
influences such as population growth, price inflation and general economic development. For the purposes 
of seasonal adjustment both the long-term trend and medium-term cycles are treated as the trend 
component of a time series. For this reason, the trend component is sometimes referred to as the trend-
cycle (ABS 2001, Section 2.1). 
 
The main issues with respect to the presentation of trend-cycle data centres on whether or not to produce 
trend-cycle series for certain types of indicators, rather than to which techniques should be used to produce 
them. The following points are considered relevant: 
 
• Should trend-cycle estimates be released for volatile series, or not at all (i.e. filtering should be left to 

users)? 
 
• How to deal with revisions derived from filtering techniques (and with the related end-point problem)? 
 
• If volatility is the key feature to discriminate among indicators, perhaps a standard should be set in 

order to define volatility. 
 
National practice varies considerably across OECD Member countries with regard to the availability of 
trend-cycle estimates. For example, Australia, in addition to raw data and seasonally adjusted data, releases 
trend data for all series where the irregular component has been filtered out of the seasonally adjusted data. 
The German Federal Statistical Office publishes the trend-cycle component and the irregular component of 
the industrial production index. The Korean NSO produces trend-cycle series as reference material for 
Composite Indices of Business Indicators. In Italy, ISTAT does not release filtered time series for any 
indicator although in some press releases, three-term moving averages are added to graphs but with no 
values or comments. Other countries such as France do not publish trend-cycle data at all. 
 
Much of the discussion on trend-cycle analysis focuses on the end-point problem. Significant differences 
can arise following revisions to provisional data from which trend data are derived. Data can even change 
from a positive to a negative values or vice versa.  
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6. GUIDELINES ON KEY PRESENTATION PRACTICES 
 
As mentioned in the Introduction to this Manual (Section 1.3), there are a small number of data 
presentation practices where different approaches by national agencies and international organisations can 
and do complicate the process of comparing data, both between countries and within an individual series 
over time. This Section provides a brief background for each of the key practices and specifies good 
practice for implementation by both national agencies and international organisations.  
 
6.1 DATA REVISION 
 
1. Why data are revised 
 
 
2. Recommended good practice 
 
There are currently no existing international standards on data revisions although some international 
guidelines such as the IMF’s Special Data Dissemination Standards (SDDS) (IMF 2003f) and Balance of 
Payments Compilation Guide (IMF 1995) provide some guidance on best practice. The issue of revisions is 
not considered anywhere in Eurostat’s Short-term Statistics Regulation. As a result, national practice 
across OECD Member countries varies considerably with respect to making users explicitly aware of any 
predetermined timetable of future revisions. Despite the fact that information about revision practices is of 
high importance to many users, in the main, statistical agencies provide very little information with regard 
to revisions of specific series in the context of a general data revision policy. Some countries provide a 
detailed schedule of revisions for individual series, and most countries give at least some information in 
preliminary published data indicating that the results are based on preliminary data and are therefore 
subject to revision. As mentioned above, practices vary considerably even within individual countries. 
Fewer organizations have articulated a corporate revision strategy or policy across a broad range of their 
disseminated output. 
 

[Insert key aspects of IMF paper] 
 
3. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
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6.2 PRESENTATION OF SERIES BREAKS 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Time series are a set of observations of a given variable in sequential order, at constant intervals (months, 
quarters, years, etc). The continuity of a time series not only implies that the observations are continuous 
over time but also that the same definitions, classifications, etc, have been applied in the collection and 
compilation of each observation. The application of inconsistent definitions and classifications, etc, for 
each observation over time, in theory, constitutes a series break. However, the reality is that not all changes 
in concepts, etc, constitute a break in series that has a significant impact on their use. In practice,  statistical 
agencies responsible for the collection of data frequently apply changes to questionnaires, registers, 
concepts, to their monthly, quarterly and annual collections, many of which have no appreciable impact on 
the continuity of the series. Changes to annual collections, in particular, are a fact of life. 

Statistical agencies, analysts and government agencies use time series data for economic research and 
business cycle analysis to interpret current economic events. Statistical agencies require long time series to 
carry out seasonal adjustment and calendar effect correction.Time series are also fed into models to 
produce projections and forecasts about future economic conditions. For these reasons users in national 
agencies and institutions and international organisations attach very high importance to time series 
continuity. In fact, such continuity within a series is often of greater importance than comparability 
between countries. 

However, the uses of  time series statistics outlined above are  frequently hampered by series breaks or 
shortness of the series length. The main causes of series breaks are: 

• changes to the base year which may co-incide with updating of the weighting system which in turn 
may involve changes in the sample of respondents and in the sample of products; and 

• the implementation of changes in concepts, definitions and classifications referred to above in the 
discussion on data revision. 

2. Approaches to minimising the impact of time series breaks 

National statistical agencies normally attempt to minimise the frequency of series breaks, and when they 
occur, use a number of approaches to reconstruct series based on the new concepts, classification, etc. The 
most commonly used approach involves the compilation of the series using both the old and new methods, 
classifications, etc., for a specified period around the time of implementation. The high cost of compling 
dual series severely restricts their availability and length. However, the availability of dual information 
enables an objective measure of the impact of change to be assessed and perhaps a concordance between 
the new and old series at the time of the series break. The concordance “coefficient” so calculated may be 
used to splice or link the series break. 

However, caution is required in the application of such coefficients to the historic time series as it is only 
really applicable over the time dual series were compiled. It may not reflect the economic reality of the 
entire historical series (US Bureau of Economic Analysis 1993). Furthermore, significant changes to 
classifications, etc, may alter some time series and introduce, biases or distortions into the linked or 
reconstructed series which limit their usefulness as inputs into economic analyses and forecasts. 

3. Recommended good practice 

Recommended good practice with regards to time series breaks breaks entails: 

• The compiling agency taking all possible steps to avoid and minimise changes to questionnaires, 
definitions and classifications used to collect and compile data. Methodologies should be developed to 
reduce the frequency of revisions. However, there comes a time when the time series may be disrupted 
even where outdated classifications, concepts and questionnaires are maintained. In such instances a 
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complete break in series may be preferred to series that continue to be collected on the basis of 
outmoded classifications and concepts that do not approximate reality. There is clearly a tradeoff 
between costs imposed by breaking a time series on one hand and the benefits from improving the 
relevance of the time series on the other (US Bureau of Economic Analysis 1993). 

• Where changes are unavoidable users should be given warning well in advance of the implementation 
of the series break outlining the timing of  implementation and a detailed explanataion of the reason(s) 
for the change. “In advance” is taken to mean not just the time of implemention but sufficient time to 
enable users to implement modifications to their systems, programmes or databases and to seek further 
clarification if necessary. A common practice adopted by many statistical agencies is to issue a detailed 
discussion paper many months in advance of the change.  

• Actual breaks in the series should be clearly identified in both the table and any accompanying graphs. 
Methods for doing this entail ……….. [to be completed] 

Information about the nature of the break and an assessment of its probable impact (in terms of actual 
size) should also be provided at least in summary form with the data. Links and references to more 
detailed information should also be provided. 

• When methodological changes are introduced, an attempt should be made to revise the historical series 
as far back as data and available resources permit. Ideally, such backcasting should extend back 2-3 
years to reflect the new methodology, etc. 

4. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
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6.3 SAMPLING AND NON-SAMPLING ERRORS 
 
[insert general introduction] 
 
6.3.1 SAMPLING ERRORS 
 
1. Background 
 
Sampling errors arise from the fact that not all units in a target population are enumerated in a statistical 
collection and that only a sample of units are enumerated. As a result, the information collected on the 
units in the sample may not perfectly reflect the information that could have been collected had the entire 
population of units been counted. The difference is the sampling error. There are various formulae for 
estimating the sampling error when probability sampling is applied (Eurostat 2002b). 
 
The provision of information on sampling errors by the source agency is essential in ensuring the 
appropriate use of data subject to such error in analyses by users with widely differing levels of statistical 
expertise. Particular care is required in the publication of data subject to very high sampling error, and 
appropriate balance is required in deciding whether such information should be disseminated at all, or 
presenting it in such a way as to make limitations in use apparent to users with only minimal knowledge of 
statistics. There is a need for agencies disseminating data subject to sampling error to prepare a strategy for 
estimating and publishing such errors. 
 
Investigations into national practices regarding presentation of sampling error estimates carried out by the 
OECD Short-term Economic Statistics Expert Group (STESEG) task force on data presentation and 
seasonal adjustment in 2003 showed that much research has been done on the subject but that frequently  
no estimates of variance or covariance tends to be published for either annual or short-term statistics, 
particularly for the latter. A review of relevant current national data sources showed wide variation in 
national practices, both with respect to: 
 
• the amount of information provided about standard errors; 
 
• their presentation in technical notes accompanying statistical data; and 
 
• ease of access and proximity to statistical data.  
 
Investigations also found that several promising but complex methods have been developed to provide 
better information on sampling errors. While numerous research papers have been applied to real series 
such as the labour force surveys, these methodologies are not being used as a matter of course by statistical 
agencies. 
 
[Much of the work in this area is experimental and at this stage it is difficult to recommend anything 
relating to dissemination of sampling errors, especially relating to seasonally adjusted series since any 
presentation of sampling errors for users seems confined to original or raw series.] 
 
2. Recommended good practice 
 
In the interests of data transparency, and to help ensure the appropriate use of data, statistics derived from 
all sample surveys should be accompanied by information on standard errors. Such information should be 
provided for all dissemination media – online databases, websites, other electronic products, paper 
publications and press releases. The required information comprises the provision of information in 
accompanying or clearly linked technical notes outlining: 
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• brief definitions of both sampling and non-sampling error in ; and  
 
• simple example(s) of confidence intervals and the impact of sample error on key survey aggregates. 
 
For databases and publications providing detailed statistics recommended good practice requires the 
provision of more detailed information on standard errors and either: 
 
• for key aggregates, the provision of level estimates of standard errors as well as movement estimates in 

the case short-term indicators; or 
 
• the insertion of appropriate flags beside data where the relative standard errors (RSE) exceed 10%. 

There may be a gradation of such flags – for example:  “^” for data with an RSE of  11% - 25%; “*” 
for data with an RSE of 26% - 50%; and “**” for data with an RSE of more than 50%.  

 
Strong warnings about the unreliability of data with RSEs exceeding 25%? should accompany such data. 
 
3. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
  
 
6.3.1 NON-SAMPLING ERRORS 
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6.4 USE OF COMMON PRACTICES IN REBASING INDICES 
 
1. Introduction 
 
As mentioned above in the discussion on the treatment of series breaks, the analysis and treatment of short-
term statistics are frequently hampered by breaks in time series, in particular, when fixed base indexes are 
involved. One of the main causes mentioned involved the change of the base year8. In many countries such 
changes take place concurrently with other changes such as updating of the weighting system9 which may 
also involve changes to the sample of respondents and the sample of products. 

Indices computed at the most detailed levels of the activity classification are more vulnerable to series 
breaks from these factors than indices aggregated at higher levels and the calculation of index series over a 
prolonged time span generally reduces the number of detailed series available. A long time series of fixed 
base indexes is usually compiled converting the indices released in the previous base (for example 1995 = 
100) into indices expressed in the more recent base (for example 2000 = 100) by a simple transformation 
(called “rebasing”) and linking them with the new indices. 

2. Compiling rebased (fixed) index numbers 
 
Rebasing is the act of establishing a new base year/month for the index and recalculating the index 
numbers to reflect the new base. The main criteria for suitable base years is that they should be “normal” or 
“average” and not subject to any major usual circumstance or influence. Common international practice 
involves the updating of base years every five years with the year being one ending in a “0” or “5”.  

Eurostat’s Short-term Statistics Regulation requires that rebasing should take place every five years 
(Article 11) and within three years from the end of the base year. For example, rebasing to the 2000 base 
year should be undertaken by the end of 2003 at the latest. There is however room for interpretation as to 
whether this requirement means that indices are compiled in January 2004 (which in the case of monthly 
data may refer to October or November 2003) must be based on 2000 or whether it is the first delivery of 
data for the first reference period in 2004 (January or the first quarter 2004) that needs to be in the new 
base year (Eurostat 2002a, Part 8.5.1, Base years and base year changes). 

The criterion normally used by statistical agencies to rebase index numbers is that any conversion into a 
different reference base period must leave month-to-month and year-to-year percent variations (computed 
on the rebased indices) identical to the ones characterising the original series, even though the rebased 
index level changes. Both the approaches described below, the direct and the aggregative approaches, fulfil 
this criterion. 

Direct approach 

In the direct approach the indices at each level of the activity classification, coming from a linear 
combination of the indices at lower levels, weighted by the original weighting system, are rebased 
independently. The result of this independent rebasing is that the additivity property of fixed-base indices 
is lost, which implies that indices at more detailed level of activity cannot be aggregated to produce indices 
at higher and higher levels by means of the original weighting system. 

Indirect or aggregative approach 

                                                   
8 As Eurostat’s Short-term Statistics Guidelines point out, the term base year is used “to describe the year with respect to which the 

value of all other reference periods are compared. In a series of index numbers it is the year that takes the value 100”. 
Note that the Handbook on price and values measures in National Accounts (NA) contains a different definition of base 
year. (Eurostat 2002a, Part 8.5.1, Base years and base year changes) 

9 The European Commission Short-term Statistics Regulation requires that a new weighting system is introduced at least every five 
years and coordinated with changes in the base years. (European Commission 1998) 
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This approach is computationally more expensive than the direct approach and is performed through the 
following steps:  

• rebasing of the elementary indices (i.e. at the most detailed level of product breakdown); 
• updating of the previous weighting systems10; 
• aggregating the rebased elementary indices by means of the updated weights. 
 
The Eurostat Short-term Statistics Guidelines refer to the Handbook on Price and Volume Measures in 
National Accounts, that recommends use of the direct approach and this approach has been adopted by 
many European national statistical institutes. For instance Italy, Belgium, Austria, Denmark, Ireland used 
the direct approach after the recent migration to base year 2000, even though the same institutes may have 
different practices for different indicators. 
 

Rounding policy 

Rounding is performed to prepare index numbers for publication and generally data are rounded to the first 
decimal place. National practices vary considerably with regard to the stage at which index figures are 
rounded. Some agencies base their calculations on unrounded data that are rounded only at the final stage 
(as the US BLS does for compiling the producer price index) for dissemination purposes. Others round 
data at each step, from the elementary indices till the most aggregated ones. The latter practice cannot be 
replicated for the calculation of retrospective indices, as this may affect month-to-month and year-to-year 
percentage changes constrained to be equivalent to the ones already published. Rounding to the third 
decimal place in the computation of the rebased indices assures the fulfilment of the above constraint. For 
dissemination purposes, the rebased data are rounded to a decimal place at the final step. Rebased data 
have less precision after rounding and the loss of precision due to it is more serious when the rebased index 
values are smaller than the originally released ones. 

3. Presentation and dissemination of rebased indices 
 
The presentation and dissemination practices of national statistical institutes are very different, though the 
direct approach is the method usually performed in index rebasing. This depends on the sector breakdown 
at which index values are released and the impact of a new activity classification and weighting system on 
the retrospective indices. These issues are discussed below. 

Introduction of a new activity classification 

When the activity classification system is unchanged, the rebasing might be left to the final users and NSIs 
might maintain the database with the historical weights and indices. This is not the case when a new 
activity classification is introduced. In fact, it may require the calculation of new index values, especially at 
the lower activity levels, with a substantial impact on the indices already released (the general index, i.e. 

                                                   
10 Updating of the original weights is carried out to give higher (lower) importance to a certain economic sector or product, when 

the average level of its index, not rebased, over the new year base is greater (smaller) than the average level of the most 
aggregated index, not rebased, over the same time span. Computationally a weight is updated by means of the 
following transformation: 

95,uWs = 95Ws×(95Is00/
95I00) 

where s is a sector or a product, 95Ws is the weight assigned to s in 1995=100, 95,uWs is the updated weight, 95Is00 is the average 
over the year 2000 of the index for s (computed in the base 1995=100), 95I00 is the average over the year 2000 of the 
most aggregated index (computed in the base 1995=100).  

In the case of two changes of base year the transformation becomes: 
90,uWs = 90Ws×(90Is95/

90I95)×(95Is00/
95I00) 

where 90Ws is the weight assigned to s in 1990=100. 
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the most aggregated level, always remains unchanged). In such situations, NSIs have to compute the 
indices on the previous bases in accordance with the new activity classification and the splicing 
coefficients, that is, the averages (in the previous base year) of the retrospective indices over the new base 
year (at each level of the classification). Then, they can: 
 
• provide the users with this set of retrospective index values together with the splicing coefficients; 
• rebasing the indices and provide the users with spliced series. 
 
The second solution is widely practised by NSIs as it is more user-friendly than the former.  
 

Historical data, rebased historical data, “linking” year and base year 

At each re-base two sets of retrospective indices are available from the first period of the base year 
onwards (for example, from January 2000 to December 2002, if the indices base 2000 = 100 are presented 
starting from January 2003). The old indices rebased by means of one of the two approaches described 
above and the new indices computed according to the new weighting system, sample of respondents, 
activity classification and so on. This means that NSIs may:  

• replace the old index values with the new ones over the whole time span (2000-2002 in the example); 
• replace the old index values with the new ones starting from the year following the base (the time span 

2001-2002); 
• maintain the old index rebased until December 2002. 
 

In the previous cases, the “link” year, i.e. the year at the beginning of which the old rebased index series 
are linked with the new index series is, respectively, 2000, 2001 and 2003. For presentation purposes, the 
importance of the “link” year arises because the year-to-year percent changes are computed comparing the 
index numbers belonging to different structures. All the above practices are common to the NSIs. The first 
one is appreciated especially by time series analysts because it takes away the structural break, introduced 
at the beginning of the “link” year, from the end of the series; the third one leaves unchanged the index 
percent changes already published.11 

4. Recommended good practice  
 
In order to provide sufficient transparency to users with regards to a re-base it is necessary to ensure that 
the following metadata accompanies any rebased data, either directly or through the provision of: 
 
• appropriate references or links: 
• the methodological approach adopted for the re-base; 
• the link year; 
• the classification level at which index numbers are re-based and disseminated; 
• the rounding policy followed in the rebasing, even though rounding should only be carried out at the 

very last stage for presentation purposes; 
• a transition table from the old to the new classification system, if this is introduced; 
• the description of the new weighting system and its impact on the aggregation of lower level indices;  

                                                   
11Among the European NSIs that have already adopted the new base 2000=100, the linking years are: 2003 for Ireland (wholesale 

price index), 2000 (labour indices) and 2001 (industrial production index) for Italy, 2002 for Spain (industrial 
production index). 
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• when the direct approach is adopted, a note of caution is useful to alert the final users that any 
aggregation of rebased indices needs the updating of the weights of the previous bases12. 

 
[Insert other good practice] 

 
5. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
  
 

                                                   
12 If a NSI adopts the direct approach to rebase the indices, it does not provide the updated weights to the final users and the 

original weighting system cannot be used to aggregate the rebased indices (the additivity property is lost when the 
rebasing is carried out). For example if the series cover the time span January 1996-December 2002 and the linking 
year is 2000, then the aggregation requires the updating of the old weights for the time span January 1996-December 
1999 (according to the footnote 3) and the new original weights for the residual time span. 
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6.5 PRESENTATION OF RELATED BUT NOT IDENTICAL SERIES/VARIABLES 
 
1. Introduction 
 
There are numerous examples where users are confronted by several different versions of ostensibly the 
same series. Recent investigations undertaken by the OECD Short-term Economic Statistics Expert Group 
task force on data presentation and seasonal adjustment sought to see if anything could be done to make 
users more aware of the differences between similar but non-identical series apart from alerting them to 
this through explanatory text. Investigations focused on a number of examples: 
 
• series published by national agencies that differ from the same series published by international 

organisations and in a number of cases where there are even differences in data published by different 
international organisations; 

 
• the title “industrial manufacturing” and the heading “intermediate goods” where the national 

definitions differ from those of Eurostat; 
 
• Eurostat requirements may sometimes be complied with by a national organisation and data published 

in the Eurostat format but without any reference as to how complete coverage may be, how reliable the 
data really are, whether they comply with minimum standards, etc; 

 
• difficulty for the user in extracting data classified according to NACE from Eurostat’s NewCronos  

data base and comparing it with similar French series classified according to NES114. 
 
[The investigation also highlighted an example of different versions of a series being published using 
different seasonal adjustment techniques. However, in the subsequent discussion, it was pointed out that as 
long as the official series was clearly marked and reference series were also marked, then this was 
acceptable practice.] 
 
2. Recommended good practice 
 
Four broad recommendations of good practice comprise: 
 
• International organisatons that disseminate national data should always be aware of and clearly state 

whether or not the precise series they disseminate that are derived from national sources are also 
disseminated in the country of origin or compiled and/or transformed by national agencies specifically 
to meet the requirements of international organisations.  

 
• International organizations should clearly describe in their metadata any transformations of national 

data they make to make the series more internationally comparable. Data transformed by international 
organizations should be clearly indicated as such. 

 
• The precise name of the classification used in data disseminated by national agencies and international 

organizations (especially when transformed to an international classification to enhance international 
comparability) should always be clearly indicated (for instance, NACE Rev. 1, CITI, MIG or national 
classification) so that when the same denomination is used in various classifications such as 
intermediate goods, the user knows whether it is one classification or another. 

 
• When a field of activity is only partially covered (such as MIG-intermediate goods or MIG-consumer 

goods in the new orders indicators of the Short-term Statistics Regulation), it should be clearly 
indicated for instance with an asterisk or a footnote (for example, in the Short-term Statistics new 
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orders series, MIG-non durable goods (1) - (1) Partial ; does not include NACE 151-155, 158, 159, 16, 
19, 22, 364-366).   
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6.6 CITATION PRACTICES 
 
Proper citation is an essential element of data and metadata presentation. Citation refers to the process of 
acknowledging within the organisation’s current text the document or other source from which information 
has been obtained. A reference on the other hand refers to the detailed description of the source from which 
information has been obtained. A bibliography is a list of publications consulted (Caledonian University 
2003). 
 
Citation of information accessed from another source is an acknowledgement of the sources contribution to 
current work/output and good citation practices facilitate user access to the source described to enable 
further information to be obtained or to clarify issues, etc. Given the extensive range of data accessed from 
national agencies and other international organisations, there is a particular need for all international 
organisations to apply appropriate citation practices in all their statistical output, both data and metadata, 
for all dissemination media.  
 
Unfortunately, the use of appropriate citation practices by both national agencies and international 
organisations is more the exception than the norm, particular with respect to providing adequate reference 
information to statistics accessed from other agencies. The norm in relation to data sourced from databases 
accessed via websites or other online facilities is merely to cite the name of the organisation and (perhaps) 
almost generic descriptions of the actual database. There appears to be considerable variation in the amount 
of citation information that should be provided for data obtained from online sources. 
 
This section outlines good practice first with respect to text citation required for statistical metadata and 
second for statistics. 
 
1. Recommended good practice for text citation 
 
The main recommendation for text citation is the systematic use in all metadata of any widely accepted 
system for presenting references. Two commonly used systems for presenting references in text for a 
bibliography are the Harvard system and the Numeric system13. It is beyond the scope of the current 
Manual to outline these systems in any detail beyond outlining a number of specific areas in metadata 
presentation where such systems should be used. These include: 
 
• References for definitions used in all published output. At the moment it is almost impossible to 

identify the primary source of concept and variable definitions published by both national agencies and 
international organisations. In particular, as to whether or not the definitions are those outlined in 
existing international standards that have been adopted for use at the national level, a modified version 
of such definitions, or entirely new definitions. 

 
•  
 
2. Recommended good practice for data citation 
 

[Utilise UNESCO CCSA work] 

                                                   
13 Refer: Dee, Marianne (ed.) (1998); and Caledonian University (2003), respectively. The OECD uses the alphabetical Harvard 

system. 
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3. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
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6.7 AVAILABILITY AND PRESENTATION OF METADATA 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In recent years greater emphasis has been given to the importance of ensuring that statistics published by 
international organisations, national statistical institutes and other agencies are accompanied by adequate 
methodological information or metadata14. The need for such methodological information arises from a 
desire to lend transparency to the data so that the typical end-user can make an informed assessment of 
their usefulness and relevance to his or her purpose. However, in reality, the typical end-user seldom 
requires or uses detailed metadata. Such users of metadata are generally depicted as falling into two broad 
groups: producers of statistics responsible for designing data collections, actual data collection, processing 
and evaluation of data, and data dissemination; and end-users of statistics comprising policy analysts, 
media, academics, students, etc (UNECE 2000). The statistical functions of international organisations 
often fall somewhere in the middle of these broad groups, in that they also perform the role of 
disseminators of data to internal or external end-users. International organizations also extensively use 
metadata in evaluations and assessments of data comparability between countries.  
 
In many instances the requirements of users for metadata overlap between those located in national 
government agencies, users in the private sector, in national statistical agencies and in international 
agencies. Pursuing the location of users and even the types of uses of metadata may not be all that helpful 
in that metadata are often being presented to an unknown audience of users. The approach used in this 
Manual is to differentiate between the amount of metadata detail required for data interpretation by 
different users and how varying levels of metadata detail is best presented.  
 
An approach commonly used by national and international agencies entails the presentation of metadata as 
layers within a  pyramid. Using this approach, for any specific statistical series (e.g. CPI, PPI, industrial 
production index, unemployment rate, etc.) methodological information describing the data becomes more 
detailed as one moves down from the apex of the pyramid. For example: 
 
• Table headings and footnotes – Are an integral part of each statistical table and are essential for an 

understanding of the data.  
 
• Explanatory notes –  Provide a brief general description of the statistics, definitions, key issues that can 

impact on the use of the data. In the main, explanatory notes do not provide much detail on individual 
country methodology/practices. 

 
• Summary metadata on national practices, sources and definitions – Provide a brief outline of current 

national practices for each country.  
 
• Detailed methodological information disseminated by national statistical agencies and international 

organisations in publications and/or on websites. These are potentially the source of the most detailed 
methodological information available. Some (though not all) OECD Member countries publish very 
detailed concepts, sources and methods for a number of their key annual and infra-annual statistics. 
The need for provision of more extensive methodological information, and its accessibility to users 
through dissemination on the web, is now receiving greater recognition. However, national practices of 
OECD Member countries in this area vary considerably with regard to the amount of methodological 

                                                   
14 The International Standards Organisation (ISO) definition of metadata is “data that defines and describes other data”.  Metadata 

in the context of this Manual is more akin to the term statistical metadata defined by UNSC as “….. information on 
data – and about processes of producing and using data. Metadata describe statistical data and – to some extent – 
processes and tools involved in the production and usage of statistical data.”  The SDDS ……. 
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detail provided on their websites (even in the national language), frequency of updating, its proximity 
to the statistics it describes and ease of access by users.  

 
Most users of methodological information disseminated by the OECD and other international agencies in 
the context of the dissemination model outlined above, merely access the top layer. If they require more 
detailed information on specific methodological aspects to determine the relevance of the data to their 
requirements, they may have to search through succeeding layers where more detailed methodological 
information is provided. The normal role of the statistician, in relation to statistical methodological 
information, primarily entails its compilation and dissemination. To this should be added the key task of 
giving it structure and providing a clear path that enables users to dig as deeply as necessary without being 
buried in enormous amounts of text.   
 
The primary responsibilities of national and international agencies regarding metadata are therefore to:  
 
• ensure that statistics disseminated are accompanied by appropriate metadata;  and to 
 
• provide efficient facilities for the dissemination of appropriate metadata detail to users. 
 
International organizations have a specific additional responsibility to minimise the reporting burden of 
national agencies supplying both metadata and statistics. 
 
2. Recommended good practice 
 
For both national agencies and international organisations 
 
• Sharing metadata that has been collected. This means adhering to the principle of free and open access 

to all metadata. Free and open generally means making the metadata readily available on the internet.   
 

Metadata has a substantial “public good” component and in recognition of this most international (and 
many national) agencies already post extensive metadata on their websites, though it is occasionally 
difficult to locate as website design varies enormously. It would be highly desirable if the notion of 
ready (free) access to metadata could be built into one of the fundamental practices of national and 
international statistical agencies. 
 

• Adopting common terminology to describe the same statistical phenomenon. Methodological text 
provided by national agencies frequently uses either different terminology for the same phenomenon or 
the same terminology for different phenomenon. Often, considerable resources are expended by 
international agencies in verifying text, etc, to ensure that methodological descriptions are as consistent 
as possible between countries. Not only does the process of metadata verification entail a duplication 
of effort but it also results in dissemination of different methodological terminology, especially where  
translation of methodological text into another language is necessary. 

 
Ideally, methodological descriptions of the same national statistical collections published by different 
international agencies should be identical with regards terminology.15 A mechanism for achieving this 
would be rigorous use of terminology imbedded in the various international statistical guidelines and 
recommendations. This could be facilitated by the use of glossaries published by international 

                                                   
15  Resolving problems relating to terminology is complicated by the fact that the metadata are often provided to the 

international organisation by the national agency in their national language or in languages other than their 
national language. There is also the problem that international organisations often need to publish metadata in 
several languages. Achieving comparability and consistency in this environment is not easy. 
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agencies. A number of extensive glossaries containing definitions based on existing international 
standards have already been developed by the OECD, Eurostat and UNSD16. Also, one of the SDMX 
projects referred to above in Section 2 is currently developing a glossary of common metadata 
vocabulary terms.  
 

For international organisations 
 
• Harmonising of requests for metadata by international organisations through use of a common 

metadata template.17 Harmonisation of templates could also simplify comparison of  national 
methodological practices and facilitate electronic search. There are a finite number of methodological 
aspects/items that describe a statistical series, from design of the collection frame, actual collection, 
processing, manipulation, presentation, etc. Unfortunately, the combination and permutations of such 
methodological elements have yielded an almost infinite number of metadata templates by 
international organisations and national agencies.  

 
In addition to a perceived lack of co-ordination between international agencies, national agencies faced 
with the burden of providing metadata to different international agencies, often comment on the use of 
different metadata templates. They also comment on how much easier life would be if different 
international agencies used the same model (or at least a common core template) so that one set of 
metadata compiled by the national agency would meet the needs of many/all/most international 
agencies.   

 
Options for improvement in this area would either entail the international agencies agreeing on the use 
an existing template or developing a new one. The latter could take some time. It would perhaps be 
preferable not to become involved in a lengthy process of developing a new template and instead use 
an existing template(s) such as those developed by the IMF for the detailed methodological summaries 
posted on the DSBB. Metadata provided on such a basis would meet almost all OECD metadata 
requirements. International (or national) agencies requiring a more detailed template could consider 
developing models that are at least consistent with the IMF template or other generally accepted 
standards in this area. Whatever template international agencies agree to use, subsequent 
evolution/modification would inevitably necessitate a process of consultation through forums such as 
METIS. Furthermore, templates would need to be developed for series not currently included in the 
SDDS.  

 
• Making existing international statistical guidelines and recommendations readily available to users.   

Over the last two or three decades an extensive range of guidelines and recommendations covering 
most areas of statistics have been prepared by international organisations working with national 
statistical institutes and other agencies responsible for their compilation and dissemination. The main 
objective of such guidelines and recommendations is the development of best practice in the collection, 
compilation and presentation of the statistics. The use of best practice may also contribute to making 
the indicators more comparable.  

A comprehensive list of current international guidelines and recommendations is maintained by the 
United Nations Statistical Division (UNSD) on their website, Methodological Publications in 

                                                   
16 Refer to the OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms (OECD 2002a); Eurostat’s CODED (Eurostat 2003a) and the UNSD   glossary 

(UNSD 2002b) 
17  The notion of a metadata template is sometimes referred to as a metadata content model, metadata model, 

metadata prompt points. 
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Statistics18. The list includes international guidelines relevant for many of the economic statistics 
currently published by the OECD. The list is useful in its own right as it provides ready access to what 
commentators generally refer to as “international statistical standards”. It also helps identify areas 
where standards are non-existent or out of date. Finally, it provides a reference for those wishing to 
know whether existing standards are currently being developed or modified. The recommendations of 
the Statistical Office of the European Communities (Eurostat) are also included on the UNSD site. 

• Promulgation of guidelines of best practice for statistical website design, particularly with respect to 
the presentation of metadata required for the interpretation of data. The implementation of a minimum 
set of standards by national statistical institutes and central banks for  data and metadata located on the 
web would facilitate its use by international agencies as a means of data transfer. There is still  
considerable variation in the amount of metadata on websites.    

 
These and other issues relating to website design were outlined in the publication, Guidelines for 
Statistical Metadata on the Internet, published in 2000 (UNSC and UNECE 2000)19. This publication 
identifies three main types of metadata that should be made available on the internet, namely metadata: 
for assisting search and navigation; assisting interpretation; and for assisting post-processing of data.  
 

Assisting search and navigation General information about website 
 
- Sitemap/table of contents of the Web site. 
- Frequently asked questions, useful as a first guide for using the site. 
- Site news announcing new features (a new document or services, or an important update). 
- Descriptions of statistical subject areas. 
- Description of the statistical institution (legal framework, organisational structure etc.). 
- Description of the statistical system (role of different partners, etc.). 
- Reference publications, product overview, general publications. 
- Contact persons or e-mail addresses for more information. 
- Release calendar. 
- Links to other WWW statistical sites. 
- Feedback facilities (via e-mail) allowing to order products and services available on the Web. 

 
Metadata assisting search 
 
These metadata can be implemented with the help of the following: 
 
- Press releases or other textual/tabular information giving an overview of a specific topic or subject area, 
with links (hypertext) to more detailed information will provide a good starting point for many non-skilled 
users. 
- A list of key words linking everyday language to statistical tables/graphs available either directly on the 
Internet and/or in other electronic or printed/published form is a useful feature. 
- Local search engine based on free text search - this is what many users expect. One should however be 
aware of the implementation problems, as it is important to establish links via synonyms from everyday 
language to technical terms often used in tables. Integration with a thesaurus is useful. 
- A hierarchic subject matter classification is preferred by many users to be able to 'drill' down to a 
specific subject area and table. Too many hierarchical levels are not efficient (maximum 3-4). 
 

Assisting interpretation of statistics Minimum set of metadata 
 
- Title/content description (depending on subject area/content) often including the following elements: 
Statistical population; 
Geographical coverage; 
Observation unit; 
Classifications and standards applied; 
- Labels for rows/columns in tables and elements of graph. 

                                                   
18 (UNSD 2002a) Most OECD guidelines and recommendations are also available on the Organisation’s website (OECD  2003d). 

Existing international classifications are listed on Eurostat’s Classification Server (RAMON) (Eurostat 2003b) 
19 This publication was supplemented by another publication, Best Practices in Designing Websites for Dissemination of Statistics 

(UNSC and UNECE 2001). The best practices outlined in both publications include those related to the presentation of 
metadata. 
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- Definitions of labels. 
- Measurement unit. 
- Time reference/period. 
- Regional units. 
- Comparability over time (break in series, missing data). 
- Footnotes highlighting specific precautions. 
- Source of the data (agency compiling the data). 
- Explanation of standard symbols in tables. 
- Any information on copyright, restrictions of usage. 
- Contact points for additional information. 
 
Recommended metadata for better assessing the quality and comparability of statistics: 
 
- Comparability with alternative sources. 
- Links to press releases/summary of findings. 
- Description of methods used in collection, revision, calculation; and estimation of the statistics. 
- Information on error sources and accuracy of the statistics. 
- Description of background and purpose of the statistics; concepts, variables and standards used. 
 

Assisting post-processing of data This type of metadata should be included when statistical data are downloaded for further application. 
 
There are two important requirements: 
 
(i) Metadata listed under the 'Minimum set of metadata required for the correct interpretation of statistics' 
should either be attached to the downloadable data, or should be easy to access and download in a separate 
operation. In addition, one may foresee some other metadata, such as possibilities/restrictions for re-use and 
combinations (e.g., linked to confidentiality, suppression of data, etc.). 
 
(ii) Data/metadata should allow further processing using suitable tools, like spreadsheets, databases, 
packages for statistical analysis, packages for tabulation/graphic presentation/thematic maps. Larger 
tables should be easily downloadable. When putting data on Internet, statistical agencies should be 
aware of the possibilities and limitations of the different formats with regard to downloading of statistical 
data. 
 
For example: 
 
- Tables or text in picture formats (gif, jpg) are not practical for further analysis and processing. 
- General and open formats (comma separated ASCII etc.) should always be available. 
- Proprietary formats (spreadsheets, statistical packages) may be useful to simplify further processing and 
include basic metadata. When a proprietary format is used, reference to the software, or a possibility to 
download it should be also included. 

    
 

Of greater concern than variation in the amount of metadata are the considerable differences in national 
practice in the actual presentation of data and metadata on those websites. Areas of concern with 
respect to website design practices in some countries include: navigation difficulties; speed (perhaps 
due in some cases to over-elaboration of graphs, picture files, etc); delays in the insertion of the latest 
data releases; difficulties in the electronic transfer of data/metadata.  

 
3. Summary of recommendations for different dissemination media 
 

Dissemination medium Recommendations 
  
On-line database  
Webpage  
Other electronic  
Paper publication  
Press release  
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7. GLOSSARY 
 
Absolute figures [to be inserted from OECD Glossary] 
  
Annual growth rate [to be finalised] 
  
Annualised growth rate [to be finalised] 
  
Base  A number or magnitude used as a standard of reference. It may occur as a denominator in a ratio or 

percentage calculation. It may also be the magnitude of a particular time series from which a start is to 
be made in the calculation of a new relative series – an index number – which will show the 
observations as they accrue in the future in relation to that of the base period. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Base period The period of time for which data used as the base of an index number, or other ratio, have been 

collected. This period is frequently one of a year but it may be as short as one day or as long as the 
average of a group of years. 
 
The length of the base period is governed by the nature of the material under review, the purpose for 
which the index number (or ratio) is being compiled and the desire to use a period as free as possible 
from abnormal influences in order to avoid bias. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Base weight The weights of a weighting system for an index number computed according to the 

information relating to the base period instead, for example, of the current period. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Business cycles Business cycles are recurrent sequences of alternating phases of expansion and contraction in the level 

of a time series. 
 
OECD Leading Indicator Website, Glossary, 2001. 

  
Chain index An index number in which the value at any given period is related to a base in the previous period, as 

distinct from one which is related to a fixed base. The comparison of non-adjacent periods is usually 
made by multiplying consecutive values of the index numbers, which, as it were, form a chain from 
one period to another. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Chain linking Joining together two indices that overlap in one period by rescaling one of them to make its value 

equal to that of the other in the same period, thus combining them into single time series. More 
complex methods may be used to link together indices that overlap by more than period.  
 
Also known as “chaining”. 
 
PPI Manual – Glossary of Terms, Draft, Producer Price Index Technical Expert Group, November 
2002. 

  
Classification A classification is a set of discrete, exhaustive and mutually exclusive observations which can be 

assigned to one or more variables to be measured in the collation and/or presentation of data.  
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The terms “classification” and “nomenclature” are often used interchangeably, despite the definition 
of a “nomenclature” being narrower than that of a “classification”. 
 
United Nations Glossary of Classification Terms. Prepared by the Expert Group on International 
Economic and Social Classifications 

  
Classifications, standard Standard classifications are those that follow prescribed rules and are generally recommended and 

accepted. They aim to ensure that information is classified consistently regardless of the collection, 
source, point of time, etc. 
 
United Nations Glossary of Terms, Expert Group on International Economic and Social 
Classifications. 
 
In the international context standard classifications include ISIC Rev. 3, ISCO, CPC, etc. Many 
national statistical systems also have their own versions of standard classifications which in the main 
are consistent with international standard classifications, though modified to meet national 
circumstances. 

  
Coefficient of variation The coefficient of variation of an estimator is a measure of relative dispersion equal to the 

ratio of standard deviation to mean. In practice, this is the estimated standard deviation of a 
point estimate divided by the point estimate and expressed as a percentage. 
 
Eurostat, Quality Glossary. 
 
The US Bureau of Census alternatively refers to the coefficient of variation as the ratio of 
the standard error to the value being estimated, usually expressed in terms of a percentage. 
Also known as the relative standard deviation. (United States Bureau of Census, Glossary 
of Selected Abbreviations and Acronyms - refer http://eire.census.gov/cgi-
bin/ssd/Glossary<BR< a> 

  
Constant prices Constant prices are obtained by directly factoring changes over time in the values of flows or stocks 

of goods and services into two components reflecting changes in the prices of the goods and services 
concerned and changes in their volumes (i.e. changes in “constant price terms”); the term “at constant 
prices” commonly refers to series which use a fixed-base Laspeyres formula. 
 
SNA 1993 paras. 16.2, 16.71. 

  
Cumulative data See Year-to-date-data 
  
Current prices [to be finalised] 
  
Decomposition The act of splitting a time series into its constituent parts by the use of statistical methods. A typical 

time series is often regarded as composed of four parts: 
 
(a) a long-term movement or trend; 
(b) oscillations of more or less regular period and amplitude about this trend; 
(c) a seasonal component; 
(d) a random, or irregular, component. 
 
Any particular series need not exhibit all of these but those which are present are presumed to act in 
an additive fashion, i.e. are superimposed; and the process of determining them separately is one of 
decomposition. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Deflation The division of the value of some aggregate by a price index - described as a “deflator” - in order to 

revalue its quantities at the prices of the price reference period or to revalue the aggregate at the 
general price level of the price reference period. 
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PPI Manual – Glossary of Terms, Draft, Producer Price Index Technical Expert Group, November 
2002 

  
Dissemination, data Data dissemination is an activity in the survey life cycle to distribute or transmit statistical data to its 

users. 
 
Terminology on Statistical Metadata, Conference of European Statisticians Statistical Standards and 
Studies, No. 53, UNECE, Geneva 2000. 
 
Data dissemination is generally taken to mean "making available to the public", without restrictions 
and without regard for the way in which the action is carried out. 
 
Handbook of Statistical Organisation, Third Edition: The Operation and Organisation of a Statistical 
Agency, United Nations Statistics Division, Final draft, February 2002, page 128 
 
Various release media are possible, for example: electronic format including the internet, CD-ROM; a 
paper publication; microfiche; a microdata file available to authorised users or for public use; a 
telephone or facsimile response to a special request; or a public speech, presentation or television or 
radio interview. 
 
Statistics Canada Quality Guidelines, 3rd edition, October 1998, page 59 

  
Double deflation Double deflation is a method whereby gross value added is measured at constant prices by subtracting 

intermediate consumption at constant prices from output at constant prices; this method is feasible 
only for constant price estimates which are additive, such as those calculated using a Laspeyres’ 
formula (either fixed-base or for estimates expressed in the previous year’s prices). 
 
SNA 1993 para. 16.5 

  
Filter Any method of isolating harmonic constituents in a time series; a mathematical analogy of the 

“filtering” of a ray of light or sound by removing unsystematic effects and bringing out the constituent 
harmonics. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Flow series Statistical series presented as flow series/data are cumulated during the reference period, for example, 

passenger car registrations, where the figure for the reference period is the sum of daily registrations. 
 
Main Economic Indicators, OECD, Paris, monthly. 

  
Forecasting “Forecasting” and “prediction” are often used synonymously in the customary sense of assessing the 

magnitude which a quantity will assume at some future point of time: as distinct from “estimation” 
which attempts to assess the magnitude of an already existent quantity. For example, the final yield of 
a crop is “forecast” during the growing period but “estimated” at harvest. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Growth over previous 
period 

Data are presented as growth over previous period where current year, quarter, month are expressed 
as changes in percentage terms over previous year, quarter, month, i.e.  
 
- Yt/Yt-1-1 (growth over previous year); 
- Qt/Qt-1-1 (growth over previous quarter); 
- Mt/Mt-1-1 (growth over previous month). 
 
 

  
Growth rates Growth rates are ratios of total change in a specified time reference period to values at the 

beginning of the period or at a specified earlier time reference.  
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Adapted from Multilingual Demographic Dictionary, English Section, United Nations, 1958, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Studies, No. 29. 

  
Indicator, statistical A statistical indicator is a data element that represents statistical data for a specified time, place, and 

other characteristics. 
 
Terminology on Statistical Metadata, Conference of European Statisticians Statistical Standards and 
Studies, No. 53, UNECE, Geneva 2000. 

  
Index number An index number is a quantity which shows by its variations the changes over time or space 

of a magnitude which is not susceptible of direct measurement in itself or of direct 
observation in practice. 
 
Important features in the construction of an index number are its coverage, base period, 
weighting system and method of averaging observations. 
 
The above definition relates to the usual meaning of the expression “index number”. In full 
generality, however, the term can also be applied to a series of values which are 
standardised by being referred to a basic period or area, e.g. if the price of a fixed 
commodity in a basic year is 40 units and those in succeeding years are 60 and 68 units, the 
index number of those years would be, on the basis of 100 for the first year, 150 and 170. 
Such simple cases are, however, usually referred to as “relatives” and the index number is 
constructed as an average of a number of relatives. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical 
Institute by F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman 
Scientific and Technical. 

  
Levels series Data expressed as levels are expressed in absolute terms (values, numbers, units) for a given period 

(month, quarter, year). 
 
Main Economic Indicators, OECD, Paris, monthly 

  
Metadata Metadata is data that defines and describes other data. 

 
ISO/IEC 11179, Part 1, Framework for the specification and standardization of data 
elements, 1998. 

  
Metadata, statistical Statistical metadata are data about statistical data. Metadata provide information on data – 

and about processes of producing and using data. Metadata describe statistical data and – to 
some extent – processes and tools involved in the production and usage of statistical data. 
 
"Guidelines for the Modelling of Statistical Data and Metadata", Conference of European 
Statisticians Methodological Material, UNECE-UNSC, 1995. 

  
Monthly average By analogy with annual averages and moving averages generally this term ought to refer to the 

average values of a time series occurring within a month, the resulting figure being representative of 
that particular month. 

  
Months for Cyclical 
Dominance (MCD) 

Months for Cyclical Dominance (MCD) is defined as the shortest span of months for which the I/C 
ratio is less than unity. I and C are the average month-to-month changes without regard to sign of the 
irregular and trend-cycle component of the series, respectively. 
 
There is a convention that the maximum value of MCD should be 6. For quarterly series, there is an 
analogous measure, quarters for Cyclical Dominance (QCD), which has a maximum value 
conventionally defined as 2. 
 
OECD Leading Indicator Website, Glossary, 2001. 
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Moving average [to be finalised] 
  
Noise A convenient term for a series of random disturbances borrowed through communication engineering, 

from the theory of sound. In communication theory noise results in the possibility of a signal sent, x, 
being different from the signal received, y, and the latter has a probability distribution conditional 
upon x. If the disturbances consist of impulses at random intervals it is sometimes known as “shot 
noise”. 
 
There is usually noise present in any time series in addition to any cycles.  
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Non-sampling error Non-sampling error is the error attributable to all sources other than sampling error. Non-sampling 

errors arise during the planning, conducting, data processing and final estimation stages of all types of 
survey. 
 
Quality Glossary, Eurostat 

  
Not seasonally adjusted This term is used to describe data series not subject to the seasonal adjustment process. In other 

words, the effects of regular, or seasonal, patterns have not been removed from these series. 
 
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Glossary. 

  
Oscillation An oscillation in a time series or, more generally, in a series ordered in time or space is a more or less 

regular fluctuation about the mean value of the series. In this sense it is to be sharply distinguished 
from a cycle, which is strictly periodic; thus, while a cyclical series is oscillatory an oscillatory series 
is not necessarily cyclical. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Percentage change The change in an index [or other] series from one period to another expressed as a percentage of its 

value in the first of the two periods. 
 
Producer and International Trade Price Indexes, Glossary of terms – Australian Bureau of Statistics. 

  
Preliminary / Provisional [to be finalised] 
  
Price index A price index reflects an average of the proportionate changes in the prices of a specified set of goods 

and services between two periods of time. 
 
SNA 1993 para. 16.14 

  
Qualitative data Qualitative data is data describing the attributes or properties that an object possesses. The 

properties are categorized into classes that may be assigned numeric values. However, there 
is no significance to the data values themselves, they simply represent attributes of the 
object concerned. 
 
UNECE, Glossary of Terms on Statistical Data Editing, CES Methodological Material, 
Geneva, 2000. 

  
Quantitative data Quantitative data is data expressing a certain quantity, amount or range. Usually, there are 

measurement units associated with the data, e.g. meters, in the case of the height of a person. It makes 
sense to set boundary limits to such data, and it is also meaningful to apply arithmetic operations to 
the data. 
 
Glossary of Terms on Statistical Data Editing, CES Methodological Material, UNECE, Geneva, 2000 
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Quantity index A measure reflecting the average of the proportionate changes in the quantities of a 
specified set of goods and services between two periods of time. Usually a quantity index is 
assigned a value of 100 in some selected base period and the values of the index for other 
periods are intended to indicate the average percentage change in quantities compared with 
the base period. 
 
PPI Manual – Glossary of Terms, Draft, Producer Price Index Technical Expert Group, 
November 2002. 

  
Rate of Change (12 
month OECD Composite 
Leading Indicators) 
 

The 12-month rate of change at annual rate smoothed used in the OECD composite leading indicator 
is calculated by dividing the figure for a given month m by the 12-month moving average centred on 
m-12. 
 
OECD Leading Indicator Website, Glossary, 2001. 

  
Rate of Change (6 month 
OECD Composite 
Leading Indicators) 

The annualised 6-month rate of change of OECD composite leading indicators (CLIs) is calculated by 
dividing the figure for a given month m by the 12-month moving average centred on m-6.5.  
 
It is easier for users to interpret the annualised 6-month rate of change since the volatility in the CLI 
has been smoothed out. At the same time, the annualised 6-month rate of change provides earlier 
signals for the turning points. 
 
OECD Leading Indicator Website, Glossary, 2001. 

  
Rebasing In the course of time, the pattern of relative prices in the base period tends to become progressively 

less relevant to the economic situations of later periods to the point at which it becomes unacceptable 
to continue using them to measure volume measures from one period to the next; it may then be 
necessary to update the base period, a process which is commonly referred to as “rebasing". 
 
SNA 1993 para. 16.31. 
 
There is some ambiguity due to ambiguity in the concept of the base year. Rebasing may mean 
changing the index reference-period of an index number series, or it may mean changing the weights 
in the index. Both the index reference-period and the weight reference-period may be changed at the 
same time, but not necessarily so.  
 
PPI Manual – Glossary of Terms, Draft, Producer Price Index Technical Expert Group, November 
2002 

  
Reference period The expression period is used to denote the interval or average interval between identifiable points of 

recurrence. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th Edition, F.H.C. Marriott, prepared for the International 
Statistical Institute, Longman Scientific and Technical, 1990. 
 
In connection with price or volume indices, the reference period means the period to which the 
indices relate; it is typically set equal to 100 and it does not necessarily coincide with the “base” 
period that provides the weights for the indices. 
 
SNA 1993 para. 16.16 

  
Reference base period The period for which an index series is given the value of 100.0 (or 100). 

 
Producer and International Trade Price Indexes, Glossary of terms – Australian Bureau of Statistics. 

  
Relative standard error See Coefficient of variation 
  
Release calendar A general statement on the schedule of release of data. 

 
IMF, Guide to the Data Dissemination Standards - Module 1: The Special Data Dissemination 
Standard, May 1996. 
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Revision policy A policy or set of policies, aimed at ensuring the transparency of disseminated data whereby 
preliminary data are compiled that are later revised when more and better source data become 
available. 
 
Providing users with documentation regarding the source data used and the way they are adjusted 
gives compilers the possibility to incorporate new and more accurate information into estimates, thus 
improving their accuracy without introducing breaks in the time series. 
 
[Source: MCV] 

  
Sampling distribution The distribution of a statistic or set of statistics in all possible samples which can be chosen according 

to a specified sampling scheme. The expression almost always relates to a sampling scheme involving 
random selection, and most unusually concerns the distribution of a function of a fixed number n of 
independent variates. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Sampling error That part of the difference between a population value and an estimate thereof, derived from a random 

sample, which is due to the fact that only a sample of values is observed; as distinct from errors due to 
imperfect selection, bias in response or estimation, errors of observation and recording, etc.  
 
The totality of sampling errors in all possible samples of the same size generates the sampling 
distribution of the statistic which is being used to estimate the parent value. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Sampling variance The variance of a sampling distribution. The word “sampling” can usually be omitted, as being 

defined by the context or otherwise understood. The sampling variance of a statistic is the square of 
its standard error. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Seasonal adjustment Seasonal adjustment is a statistical technique to remove the effects of seasonal calendar influences 

operating on a series. Seasonal effects usually reflect the influence of the seasons themselves either 
directly or through production series related to them, or social conventions.  
 
Other types of calendar variation occur as a result of influences such as number of days in the 
calendar period, the accounting or recording practices adopted or the incidence of moving holidays 
(such as Easter). 
 
An Analytical Framework for Price Indexes in Australia: Glossary and References, Australian Bureau 
of Statistics, Canberra, 1997. 

  
Seasonal adjustment 
programs 

Seasonal adjustment is normally done using off-the- shelf programs—most commonly worldwide by 
one of the programs in the X-11 family. Other programs in common use include the TRAMO-SEATS 
package developed by Bank of Spain and promoted by Eurostat and the German BV4 program. 
 
The original X-11 program was developed in the 1960s by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. It has 
subsequently been updated and improved through the development of X-11-ARIMA by Statistics 
Canada and X-12-ARIMA by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, which was released in the second half of 
the 1990s. 
 
The core of X-11-ARIMA and X-12-ARIMA is the same basic filtering procedure as in the original 
X-11. 
 
Quarterly National Accounts Manual – Concepts, Data Sources and Compilation, IMF, 2001, para. 
8.13. 
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Seasonal variation In time series, that part of the movement which is assigned to the effect of the seasons on the year, 

e.g. seasonal variation in rainfall.  
 
Sometimes the term is used in a wider sense relating to oscillations generated by periodic external 
influences, e.g. daily variations in temperature might be regarded as “seasonal”. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Series breaks Breaks in statistical time series occur when there is a change in the standards for defining and 

observing a variable over time. Such changes may the result of a single change or the combination of 
multiple changes at any one point in time of observation of the variable.  
 
The specific causes of breaks in a statistical time series include changes in: classifications used, 
definitions of the variable; coverage; etc. 

  
Smoothing The process of removing fluctuations in an ordered series so that the result shall be “smooth” in the 

sense that the first level differences are regular and higher order differences small. 
 
Although smoothing can be carried out by freehand methods, it is usual to make use of moving 
averages or the fitting of curves by least squares procedures. In fact, the concept is closely tied to that 
of trend fitting. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical 

  
Special Data 
Dissemination Standard 
(SDDS) 

The Special Data Dissemination Standard (SDDS) was established by the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) to guide members that have, or that might seek, access to 
international capital markets in the provision of their economic and financial data to the 
public. Subscription to the SDDS was opened in early April 1996. 
 
Guide to the Data Dissemination Standards, Module 1: The Special Data Dissemination 
Standard, IMF, Washington, May 1996. 

  
Standard error The positive square root of the variance of the sampling distribution of a statistic. 

 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Stock series Statistical data presented as stock series/data are measured at the end of the reference period, for 

example, money supply data which can refer to an observation on the last working day of the 
reference period. 
 
Main Economic Indicators, OECD, Paris, monthly. 

  
Structural definition The concepts, key families, and code lists defined by a centre institution (usually for the exchange of 

statistical information with its partners). Such an institution acts as a "structural definition 
maintenance agency." 
 
GESMES/TS - The time series data exchange message: User Guide, Release 3.00, February 2003, 
European Central Bank. 

  
Tendency The term tendency is used in business tendency surveys where the respondent is asked for a judgment 

on the direction of changes (e.g. up/down/same). 
 
Main Economic Indicators, OECD, Paris, monthly. 

  
Time series A time series is a set of ordered observations on a quantitative characteristic of an individual or 
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collective phenomenon taken at different points of time. 
 
Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Trend A long term movement in an ordered series, say a time series, which may be regarded, together with 

the oscillation and random component, as generating the observed values. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Trend estimates Trend estimates are derived from seasonally adjusted estimates via an averaging process which 

attempts to remove the irregular component of the time series. This allows the underlying direction of 
a time series to be identified. 
 
An Analytical Framework for Price Indexes in Australia: Glossary and References, Australian Bureau 
of Statistics, Canberra, 1997. 

  
Trend fitting The general process of representing the trend component of a time series. A trend may be represented 

by a particular curve form, e.g. the logistic, or by a particular form of the general class of polynomial 
in time, or by a moving average. 
 
A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, 5th edition, prepared for the International Statistical Institute by 
F.H.C. Marriott. Published for the International Statistical Institute by Longman Scientific and 
Technical. 

  
Volume index A volume index is most commonly presented as a weighted average of the proportionate changes in 

the quantities of a specified set of goods or services between two periods of time; volume indices may 
also compare the relative levels of activity in different countries (e.g. those calculated using PPPs). 
 
A major aim of economic analysis is to develop an understanding of changes taking place in an 
economy over time. This includes the measurement of short-term growth or decline. To achieve this 
for key economic value aggregates, such as the value of industrial production or the value of retail 
turnover, it is necessary to distinguish between changes arising solely from price changes and those 
arising from other influences such as quantity and quality, which are referred to as changes in 
“volume”. 
 
SNA 1993 para. 16.11. 

  
Working day adjustment [to be finalised] 
  
Year-to-date data Where data are expressed in cumulative terms from the beginning of the year. Sometimes referred to 

as cumulative data. 
 
Main Economic Indicators, OECD, Paris, monthly. 
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Annex 1 
 

OECD MAIN ECONOMIC INDICATORS (MEI) LIST OF TARGET INDICATORS 
(July 2003) 

 
Variable No. Variable 

  
1 National accounts 
1.1 GDP (value) 
1.2 GDP (volume) 
1.3 Implicit price level 
  
2 Production 
2.1 Industry excluding construction 
2.2 Manufacturing 
2..2.1 Consumer goods: total 
2.2.2 Consumer non-durable goods 
2.2.3 Consumer durable goods 
2.2.4 Investment goods 
2.2.5 Intermediate goods including energy 
2.2.6 Intermediate goods excluding energy 
2.2.7 Energy 
2.3 Construction 
2.4 Services 
2.5 Rate of capacity utilisation 
  
3 Commodity output 
3.1 Cement 
3.2 Crude steel 
3.3 Crude petroleum 
3.4 Natural gas 
3.5 Commercial vehicles 
3.6 Passenger cars 
  
4. Manufacturing  - sales (volume) 
4.1 Total 
4.1.1 Domestic 
4.1.2 Export 
4.2 Consumer goods: total 
4.2.1 Consumer  non-durable goods 
4.2.2 Consumer durable goods 
4.3 Investment goods 
4.4 Intermediate goods including energy 
  
5.  Manufacturing - new orders (volume) 
5.1 Total 
5.1.1 Domestic 
5.1.2 Export 
5.2 Consumer goods: total 
5.2.1 Consumer non-durable goods 
5.2.2 Consumer durable goods 
5.3 Investment goods 
5.4 Intermediate goods including energy 
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6 Manufacturing - stocks (volume) 
6.1 Total 
6.2 Finished goods 
6.3 Work in progress 
6.4 Intermediate goods 
  
7.  OECD composite leading indicator 
7.1 Trend restored 
7.2 6-month rate of change (annual rate) 
  
8 Construction 
8.1 Orders/Permits: total construction 
8.2 Orders/Permits: residential 
8.3 Work put in place: total construction 
8.4 Work put in place: residential 
  
9 Business tendency surveys 
9.1 Manufacturing 
9.1.1 Business situation: present (business climate) 
9.1.2 Business situation: future 
9.1.3 Production: future tendency 
9.1.4 Orders inflow or demand: tendency 
9.1.5 Order books: level 
9.1.6 Export order books: level 
9.1.7 Finished goods stocks: level 
9.1.8 Finished goods stocks: future level 
9.1.9 Raw material stocks: present situation 
9.1.10 Rate of capacity utilisation 
9.1.11 Judgement on capacity utilisation 
9.1.12 Future judgement on capacity utilisation 
9.1.13 Employment: level 
9.1.14 Employment: future tendency 
9.1.15 Selling prices: tendency 
9.1.16 Selling prices: future tendency 
9.2  Construction 
9.2.1 Business (activity) situation: present 
9.2.2 Business (activity) situation: future 
9.2.3 Demand/Orders inflow: future tendency 
9.2.4 Employment: future tendency 
9.2.5 Selling prices: future tendency 
9.3 Retail trade 
9.3.1 Business (activity) situation: present 
9.3.2 Business (activity) situation: future 
9.3.3 Volume of stocks: level 
9.3.4 Employment: future tendency 
9.3.5 Order intentions or demand 
9.4 Other services excluding retail trade 
9.4.1 Business (activity) situation: present 
9.4.2 Business (activity) situation: future 
9.4.3 Employment: future tendency 
  
10 Consumer opinions 
10.1 Consumer confidence indicator 
10.2 Expected inflation 
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10.3 Expected economic situation 
  
11 Retail sales 
11.1 Total retail sales (value) 
11.2 Total retail sales (volume) 
11.3 New passenger car registrations (level) 
  
12 International trade 
12.1 Imports c.i.f. or f.o.b. (value) 
12.2 Exports c.i.f. or f.o.b. (value) 
12.3 Net trade (value) 
12.4 Imports c.i.f. or f.o.b. (volume) 
12.5 Exports c.i.f. or f.o.b. (volume) 
12.6 Import prices 
12.7 Export prices 
  
13 Labour 
13.1 Employment: total 
13.1.1 Employment: agriculture 
13.1.2 Employment: industry 
13.1.3 Employment: services 
13.2 Total employees 
13.2.1  Part-time employees 
13.2.2 Temporary employees 
13.3 Total unemployment (level) 
13.4 Total unemployment (rate) 
13.5 Unemployment: short-term index 
13.6 Worked hours 
13.7 Job vacancies 
  
14 Wages 
14.1 Hourly earnings: all activities 
14.2 Hourly earnings: manufacturing 
14.3 Unit labour costs: manufacturing 
  
 Labour costs/prices 
 Total labour costs 
  
  
15 Producer prices 
15.1 Total 
15.2 Manufacturing 
15.2.1 Consumer goods 
15.2.2 Investment goods 
15.2.3 Intermediate goods including energy 
15.2.4 Intermediate goods excluding energy 
15.2.5 Energy 
15.3 Food 
15.4 Services 
  
16 Consumer prices 
16.1 Total 
16.2 Food 
16.3 All items less food and energy 
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16.4 Energy 
16.5 All services less rent 
16.6 Rent 
16.7 National core inflation 
  
17 Domestic finance 
17.1 Narrow money 
17.2 Broad money 
17.3 Domestic credit to total economy 
17.4 New capital issues 
17.5 Fiscal balance 
17.6 Public debt 
  
18 Balance of payments 
18.1 Current account balance 
18.1.1 Balance on goods 
18.1.2 Balance on services 
18.1.3 Balance on income 
18.1.4 Balance on current transfers 
18.2 Capital and financial account balance 
18.2.1 Reserve assets 
18.3 Net errors and omissions 
  
19 Interest  rates 
19.1 3-month interest rate 
19.2 Prime interest rate 
19.3 Long-term interest rate 
  
20 Share prices 
20.1 All shares price index 
  
21 Foreign finance 
21.1 US dollar exchange rate: spot 
21.2 Euro exchange rate: spot 
21.3 Reserve assets excluding gold 
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Annex 2 
 

DATA REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE SHORT-TERM STATISTICS REGULATION (EC) NO. 
1165/98, 19 MAY 1998 

 
Variable 

No. 
Name Reference 

period 
Delay Target 

 
Industry 
 
110 Production month 1 month and 15 calendar days 
120 Turnover month 2 months 

121 Domestic turnover month 2 months 
122 Non-domestic turnover month 2 months 
130 New orders received month 1 month and 20 calendar days 
131 Domestic new orders month 1 month and 20 calendar days 
132 Non-domestic new orders month 1 month and 20 calendar days 
210 Number of persons employed At least quarter 3 months 
220 Hours worked At least quarter 3 months 
230 Gross wages and salaries At least quarter 3 months 
310 Output prices month 1 month and 15 calendar days 
311 Output prices of the domestic market month 1 month and 5 calendar days 
312 Output prices of the non-domestic market month 1 month and 5 calendar days 
313  month 1 month and 15 calendar days 

 
Construction 
 

110 Production At least quarter 2 months 
115 Production of building construction At least quarter 2 months 
116 Production of civil engineering At least quarter 2 months 
130 New orders received At least quarter 3 months 
135 New orders received for building construction At least quarter 3 months 
136 New orders received for civil engineering At least quarter 3 months 
210 Number of persons employed At least quarter 3 months 
220 Hours worked At least quarter 3 months 
230 Gross wages and salaries At least quarter 3 months 
320 Construction costs At least quarter 3 months 
321 Material costs At least quarter 3 months 
322 Labour costs At least quarter 3 months 
411 Building permits: number of dwellings At least quarter 3 months 
412 Building permits: square metres of useful floor area 

or alternative size measure 
At least quarter 3 months 

 
Retail trade and repair 
 

120 Turnover month 3 months 
210 Number of persons employed quarter 3 months 
330 Deflator of sales month 3 months 

 
Other services 
 
120 Turnover quarter 3 months 
210 Number of persons employed quarter 3 months 
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DATA REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE REGULATION CONCERNING LABOUR COST INDEX 
(EC) NO. 2001/0166, 23 JULY 2001 

 
Variable 

No. 
Variable Reference 

period 
Delay target 

1 Total labour costs quarter 70 days after end of  reference period 
2 Labour costs excluding bonuses quarter 70 days after end of  reference period 
3 Wages and salaries quarter 70 days after end of  reference period 
4 Employers’ social contribution plus taxes paid 

by the employer less subsidies received by the 
employer 

quarter 70 days after end of  reference period 
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Annex 3 

 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INDICATORS 

PERIODICITY AND DELAYS IN CALENDAR DAYS 
 
Set Indicator Periodicity EU Delay 

Target 
EU Delay 

Actual 
 
Set 1: Consumer Price Indicators 
 
1.1 Harmonised Consumer Price Index: MUICP flash estimate monthly 0 2 
1.2 Harmonised Consumer Price Index: actual indices monthly monthly 17 17 
 
Set 2: National Accounts Indicators 
 
2.1 Quarterly National Accounts: First GDP estimate quarterly 45 NA 
2.2 Quarterly National Accounts: First GDP release with more 

breakdowns 
quarterly 60 70/120 

2.3 Quarterly National Accounts: Household and Company 
Accounts 

quarterly 90 NA 

2.4 Quarterly National Accounts: Government Finance Statistics quarterly 90 100 
 
Set 3: Business Indicators 
 
3.1 Industrial production index monthly monthly 40 48 
3.2 Industrial output price index for domestic markets monthly monthly 35 35 
3.3 Industrial new orders index monthly monthly 40/50 Preliminary 

data 
3.4 Industrial import price index monthly monthly 45 NA 
3.5 Production in construction monthly/ 

quarterly 
45 75 

3.6 Turnover index for retail trade and repair monthly 30 60 
3.7 Turnover index for other services quarterly 60 Partial data 
3.8 Corporate output price index for services quarterly 60 NA 
 
Set 4: Labour Market Indicators 
 
4.1 Unemployment rate monthly 30 30 
4.2 Job vacancy rate quarterly 45 NA 
4.3 Employment quarterly 45 70/75 
4.4 Labour cost index quarterly 70 90 
 
Set 5: Foreign Trade Indicators 
 
5.1 External trade balance: intra and extra for MU and EU monthly 45 50 
 
NA : not available (not published yet at EU level) 
 


